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CONSTRAINED CONTROL ALLOCATION FOR 

SYSTEMS WITH REDUNDANT CONTROL EFFECTORS 

by 

Kenneth A. Bordignon 

Wayne C. Durham, Chairman 

Aerospace Engineering 

(ABSTRACT) 

Control allocation is examined for linear time-invariant problems that have more 

controls than degrees of freedom. The controls are part of a physical system and are 

subject to limits on their maximum positions. A control allocation scheme commands 

control deflections in response to some desired output. The ability of a control allocation 

scheme to produce the desired output without violating the physical position constraints 

is used to compare allocation schemes. 

Methods are developed for computing the range of output for which a given scheme 

will allocate admissible controls. This range of output is expressed as a volume in the n- 

dimensional output space. The allocation schemes which are detailed include traditional 

allocation methods such as Generalized Inverse solutions as well as more recently 

developed methods such as Daisy Chaining, Cascading Generalized Inverses, Null-Space 

Intersection methods, and Direct Allocation. 

Non-linear time-varying problems are analyzed and a method of control allocation is 

developed that uses Direct Allocation applied to locally linear problems to allocate the 

controls. This method allocates controls that do not violate the position limits or the rate 

limits for all the desired outputs that the controls are capable of producing. The errors



produced by the non-linearities are examined and compared with the errors produced by 

globally linear methods. 

The ability to use the redundancy of the controls to optimize some function of the 

controls is explored and detailed. Additionally, a method to reconfigure the controls in 

the event of a control failure is described and examined. Detailed examples are included 

throughout, primarily applying the control allocation methods to an F-18 fighter with 

seven independent moment generators controlling three independent moments and the F- 

18 High Angle of Attack Research Vehicle (HARV) with ten independent moment 

generators.
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Constrained Control Allocation for Systems with Redundant Control Effectors 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Control allocation algorithms determine how the controls of a system should be 

positioned so that they produce some desired effect. Constrained controls have limits on 

their maximum positions and maximum deflection rates. Systems with redundant control 

effectors have more controls to position than desired effects. For example, two controls 

may be uSed to produce a single output. There are many types of systems which have 

redundant control effectors that are constrained. This dissertation examines control 

allocation techniques applied to modern aircraft. The techniques are general and may be 

applied to other systems. However, some of the terminology used is specific to aircraft. 

When applying these techniques to other systems, be aware that “the aircraft” refers to 

the system being controlled and that “the moments” are the desired effects that the 

controls produce. 

Control allocation is the part of an airplane’s control system which determines how to 

deflect the control surtaces in response to some input of desired effects. In the early days 

of aviation, airplane control systems consisted entirely of mechanical linkages, and 

control allocation was a hardware problem dealt with during the design and construction 

phases. Control systems have greatly increased in their complexity since the inception of 

manned flight. This complexity arises from many different sources, most of which come 

from an attempt to enhance the maneuverability of the piloted vehicle. In many modern 

aircraft, the pilot no longer directly positions the control surfaces with the cockpit 

controls. In fly-by-wire aircraft, the pilot inputs are fed to a computer which uses the 

commands along with other data to calculate the desired forces and moments which need 

to be generated by the controls. A control allocation algorithm (often integral to the
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control law) determines how to deflect the controls to produce these forces and moments. 

Signals are then sent to the system which powers the control surfaces, typically a 

hydraulic system, and the control surfaces are deflected. This dissertation addresses the 

control allocation algorithm portion of this problem. 

Before delving into the intricacies of modern control allocation, a general review of 

how aircraft are controlled is appropriate. Conventional aircraft, which include a broad 

range of past and present vehicles, offer control through the use of various aerodynamic 

surfaces which can be deflected by the pilot via a system of levers, cables, and pulleys. 

Figure 1-1 from Reference 1 shows an example of a conventional aircraft. Of the six 

degrees of freedom a rigid body possesses, a pilot generally has direct control of only 

four: one linear degree of freedom, and the three rotational degrees of freedom. The 

linear degree of freedom (force in the longitudinal direction) is controllable using the 

force generated by the engine and is usually controlled by a lever which varies the thrust 

produced by the engine. 

In airplane terminology, the three rotational degrees of freedom are designated roll, 

pitch, and yaw. These rotational degrees of freedom are controlled by the aerodynamic 

control surfaces. For an aircraft, an aerodynamic control surface is any movable object 

that alters the air flow around the vehicle and thus alters the local aerodynamic force. 

The aerodynamic controls tor a conventional aircraft are ailerons (roll), elevators (pitch). 

and rudder (yaw). 

When the ailerons are deflected, they change the lift of a wing section which 

primarily generates a rolling moment. However, by changing the air flow around the
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Figure 1-1: A Conventional Aircraft
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wing, they also generate drag and alter the pitching and yawing moments produced by the 

wing section. Similarly, the elevators primarily produce a pitching moment, but also 

generate forces in the longitudinal and vertical directions. The rudder is primarily a yaw 

controller, although it also produces an unbalanced force in the lateral direction and a 

tendency to roll. Conventional aircraft do not have direct control of forces in the vertical 

and lateral directions. Most aircraft are equipped with flaps that are primarily used to 

generate lift. However, flaps are not generally used during maneuvering in conventional 

aircraft and are not considered a primary flight control. 

An early example of control complexity can be found in aileron/rudder interconnects. 

AS Stated above, control surfaces do not typically generate purely single axis moments. 

In basic flight instruction, one is taught that during a turn “the outside wing produces 

more drag than the inside wing. This causes a yawing tendency toward the outside of the 

turn, called adverse yaw. You use rudder pressure to counteract this tendency.” Thus it 

iS necessary to deflect the rudders when rolling to produce what is referred to as a 

coordinated turn. Some aircraft are equipped with an aileron/rudder interconnect so that 

the rudders are automatically deflected when the ailerons are deflected to help counter the 

adverse yaw tendency. 

Further complexity arises when additional controls are developed and added to the 

conventional design to produce greater maneuverability. Spoilers are added for 

additional roll control and to effect lift and drag. Existing controls are allowed to move 

independently of one another. In this vein, controls called flaperons, which operate 

symmetrically as flaps and asymmetrically as ailerons, can be introduced. Examples of 

other control surfaces that may exist on modern aircraft include: elevons, tailerons, 

multiple rudders, trailing-edge flaps, leading-edge flaps, canards, maneuvering flaps,
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speed brakes, etc. In the never ending search for control power, new controls are 

constantly being devised. Controls such as thrust vectoring and vortex flow control are 

being examined for next generation aircraft. The search for greater control power 

introduces a new problem in flight control systems. The number of controls is greater 

than the number of pilot inputs. This trend has significantly alters the complexion of the 

control allocation problem. 

To understand control allocation, it is necessary to see how controls enter into an 

aircraft’s equations of motion. These equations are based on Newton’s Second Law of 

Motion which is frequently expressed as force is equal to mass multiplied by 

acceleration. Therefore, an aircraft's controls generate forces and moments which alter 

the aircraft’s acceleration. 

The equations of motion are typically written in the form of 12 non-linear ordinary 

differential equations. They assume that the aircraft is a rigid body and that the Earth is 

flat. Of the twelve equations, three are related to forces and three are related to moments. 

The remaining equations are related to vehicle position and orientation. 

These nonlinear equations are frequently linearized about some reference condition 

and written in the common form: 

x = Ax+ Bu (1-1) 

y=Cx+Du (1-2) 

Where A, B, C, and D are matrices, x is a vector of the states, u is a vector of the 

controls, and y is a vector of the outputs. Many control law implementations for an 

aircraft will interpret the pilot inputs as desired changes to the aircraft rates, xg. These
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changes are partially due to the aircraft’s inherent dynamics, Ax, and partially due to the 

controls, Bu. Once the control law determines the necessary changes in xX due to the 

controls, the control allocation problem is determined. Since most aircraft controls, with 

the exception of throttle, are primarily regarded as moment generators, the desired 

changes in x due to the controls will be designated my. The control allocation problem 

can now be stated as follows: Given a set of desired moments, mg, find the controls 

which satisfy: 

mq= Bu (1-3) 

In conventional aircraft, there are typically three controls (ailerons, elevators, and 

rudders) and three desired moments(roll, pitch, and yaw). Often, the effects of the 

controls on the others states are negligible or non-existent and are ignored. Thus, the B 

matrix in Equation 1-3 is a square matrix and can usually be inverted to yield: u = B-!mg. 

However, for aircraft with redundant controls, B is no longer square, and other methods 

must be used to determine the control deflections. 

The primary objective of a control allocator is to find a set of controls which satisfy 

the equation, mg = Bu. For systems with redundant control effectors, there will, in 

general, exist an infinite number of control combinations which can produce the desired 

forces and moments. Some of these combinations will be impossible for the hardware of 

the aircraft attain due to the physical limitations on the range of motion and rate 

capabilities of the control surfaces. These limitations are mathematically represented as 

bounds on uand u. The primary difficulty in control allocation is to command only 

control deflections which lie within the operational range of the aircraft hardware. Such 

control deflections will be referred to as admissible controls.
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It is important to note that if there are no control combinations that satisfy the 

equation mg = Bu and lie within the operational limits of the aircraft hardware, the 

control allocator is not at fault. A control allocator’s function is to allocate admissible 

controls for any moment which it is possible to generate. Moments which can be 

generated using some combination of admissible controls will be referred to as attainable 

moments. 

The control law should not command moments which are impossible to achieve. 

Saying this, however, does not prevent it from happening. In conventional aircraft, the 

pilot knew the limits of the aircraft controls simply from the fact that the control stick 

didn’t move any farther. To prevent a control law from commanding too much of the 

controls, a complex relationship involving the pilot, the control law, and the control 

allocator needs to be developed. The solution to this dilemma is the subject of much on 

going research. Because this problem has not yet been solved, it is important that any 

method of control allocation to be implemented in a real aircraft will not run into 

numerical difficulties when no valid solutions exist. As a notable professor and ex- 

fighter pilot is fond of saying, “It is unacceptable to have a red warning light in the 

"7? cockpit which reads: Algorithm did not converge, Eject . 

Other difficulties in control allocation arise from the fact that the linearized equation, 

mq = Bu, is only an approximation. As the aircraft flight condition changes over time, 

non-linear effects can introduce errors. A good control allocator should be able to deal 

with these changes in an effective and efficient manner which reduces these errors to an 

acceptable level.
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In addition to solving for controls which satisfy mg = Bu _, control allocators may be 

asked to take advantage of the redundant controls. They do this by attempting to 

minimize or maximize some function, such as drag or lift to drag ratio. Also, in the event 

that one or more controls becomes inoperable, due to some in-flight damage or 

malfunction, the control allocator may be asked to reconfigure the remaining controls to 

allow the pilot to maintain control. 

This dissertation provides a comprehensive compilation of control allocation 

research performed at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University under NASA 

Grant NAG-1449, supervised by John V. Foster of NASA Langley Research Center. 

Other related research dealing with implementation issues is ongoing at Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University under U.S. Navy contracts, and will be touched 

upon in this dissertation where appropriate. Archival publications that report results of 

research performed under this grant and Navy contracts may be found in the 

Bibliography. 

Some of the results presented in this dissertation represent the state of research at the 

beginning of the author’s involvement. These results provided a basis for much 

subsequent research. These include seminal results in the geometry of the control 

allocation problem and early attempts at the problem’s solution. The majority of material 

in this dissertation constitutes the author’s original research. 

The author’s contribution to the science and understanding of control allocation is 

primarily as follows: 

¢ Techniques to compute the subset of moments for which a Generalized Inverse 

solution allocates admissible controls.
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¢ Techniques to approximate the subset of moments for which a Daisy Chaining 

solution allocates admissible controls. 

¢ Development of a method called Cascading Generalized Inverses and techniques 

which approximate the subset of moments for which this method allocates 

admissible controls. 

¢ Development of a method called Null-Space Intersection solutions which 

allocates admissible controls for all the attainable moments. 

¢ Techniques developed to apply control allocation to non-linear time 

varying problems. 

¢ The current results of ongoing research conducted by the author and co- 

investigators to optimize functions of the controls and to reconfigure the controls 

in the event of control failures. 

The material presented in this dissertation has been organized as follows: A general 

overview of control allocation is presented in the Problem Statement. The method of 

control allocation currently most widely in use (generalized inverse solutions) is then 

examined. The sections on Daisy Chaining solutions and the method of Cascading 

Generalized Inverses are presented immediately following the section on generalized 

inverses, as both of these methods make use of generalized inverses in finding solutions. 

The method of Null-Space Intersections uses ideas developed in the section on 

generalized inverses to find admissible control solutions for all the attainable moments, 

and is presented after the sections which make use of generalized inverses. Direct 

Allocation is then presented as a superior method for finding admissible controls for all
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the attainable moments. The following sections describe methods for combining 

solutions and compare the previously discussed methods. Next, techniques which apply 

the method of Direct Allocation to non-linear time varying problems are discussed. 

Finally, the results of ongoing research are presented. 

10
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Early attempts to perform control allocation for aircraft with redundant control 

effectors involved various control mixing schemes and ad hoc solutions. As mentioned 

in the introduction, deflecting an aerodynamic control surface tends to produce multi-axis 

effects. However, these effects are often much stronger about one of the axes. For 

example, the rudder is much more effective at producing yaw than it is at producing roll 

or pitch. These early allocators would divide the controls into different groups which 

corresponded to different moment commands. For example, a 1982 NASA Conference 

publication describes a YF-16 with stabilators, flaperons and a rudder. For pitch control, 

collective stabilators are used. For roll control, differential stabilators and flaperons are 

used. For yaw control, only the rudder is used. 3 These methods were derived from 

experience and a logical, common sense approach to how surfaces typically acted. 

Unfortunately, these ad hoc methods limited the operational effectiveness of the controls. 

Many aircraft were being given new control surfaces that were intended to provide 

additional capabilities. However, these new controls were not being fully utilized as a 

result of the control allocation methods implemented. The ability to reconfigure controls 

helped spur the movement for better control allocators. Reference 3 includes a 

“conceptual block diagram” which contains a surface allocation block, which is intended 

to reconfigure the aircraft in the event of a control failure. As Edmund G. Rynaski States, 

“These aircraft [AFTI-16, AFTI-111, X-29, and the Space Shuttle] have not a redundant, 

but a superfluous set of controls, and to the best of my knowledge...the restructurable 

control potential was not really considered.” 4 He continues, “Today’s aircraft are not 

configured for redundancy of controls. Also, aircraft control systems are not designed to 
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consider multiple use of existing controls.” 4 The realization of this untapped potential 

provided the impetus for research into control allocation. 

Methods which better utilize the controls came in the form of a generalized inverse 

solution. Generalized inverse solutions are defined as all matrices P which satisfy BP = /, 

when B has more columns than rows. The generalized inverse solution then yields 

controls from a single matrix multiplication. Unlike the early control mixing schemes, 

this method makes better use of the controls’ multi-axis moment generating capabilities. 

Generalized inverses are often preferred for their ease of implementation and numerical 

efficiency. They became quite popular and dominate much of the literature. 5-13 

The generalized inverse known as the pseudo-inverse is frequently used. The 

pseudo-inverse is the matrix which will minimize the 2-norm of the control vector u, and 

it can be calculated using the formula > P= B![BB1|-!. The pseudo-inverse gives rise to 

a family of generalized inverses through the introduction of a weighting matrix N, P= 

N(BN)'[BNBN)"]-!. N is typically a diagonal matrix whose entries are used to 

emphasize/de-emphasize the various controls. This weighting is usually done in an 

attempt to prevent the control solutions from exceeding the physical limitations. 

Reference 6 uses a control allocator “based on generalized inverses which normalize the 

control effectiveness with respect to generalized inputs.”” Their method “normalizes the 

control effectiveness” using a diagonal weighting matrix “to take advantage of available 

control redundancy by allowing for control redistribution...” © In the example in 

Reference 6, once N is chosen, it does not vary. 

Reference 7 suggests using different weighting matrices for different tasks. “By 

using complementary filters and different control selector solutions (through different 
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choices of N), one set of control effectors can be used for high frequency control and 

another set for low frequency, trim control.” ’ In attempting to make the control allocator 

frequency-dependent, this method addresses the problem of rate saturation, which can 

occur at higher frequencies. Allowing for variations of this nature increase the numerical 

complexity of the control allocator since “the control selector transformation matrices 

will have to be calculated on-line or scheduled with flight condition and power setting.” / 

References 8,9, and 10 give further examples of the use of generalized inverses in 

control allocation. 

In the mid-1980’s, Frederick Lallman developed a method he refers to as 

pseudocontrols. 11.12 This method is similar to the above mentioned generalized 

inverses, however, it does have significant differences. The similarity lies in the fact that 

he multiplies a vector of desired quantities by a matrix to get the vector of controls. The 

difference comes from the method he uses to calculate what he calls the control mixing 

matrix. 

Unlike generalized inverses, Lallman’s method uses eigenvalue decomposition and 

modal analysis to compute the control mixing matrix. This procedure is done so that one 

may use the controls to drive the aircraft’s modes (Dutch roll, spiral mode, roll mode, 

etc.). Thus, the method of pseudocontrols offered a new way to compute generalized 

inverses. In some applications of the method !3, the pseudocontrols are related to wind- 

axis moment generators rather than mode controllers. The wind-axis is defined such that 

the longitudinal axis points into the relative wind. By relating the pseudocontrols to 

wind-axis moments, pure wind-axis rolling moments or yawing moments may be 

commanded. 
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The major drawback of generalized inverse solutions lies in their inability to provide 

admissible control solutions for attainable moments. This property is due to the fact that 

the span of the space defined by a single generalized inverse will be less than the 

dimension of the control space. As a result, there are control combinations that are 

inaccessible using a generalized inverse. Some of these inaccessible controls are 

admissible and they map to moments that cannot be produced using only the admissible 

controls which a generalized inverse will allocate. The percentage of attainable moments 

for which a given generalized inverse will produce admissible controls can be quite small, 

which can degrade the system’s performance. 

There are methods that attempt to improve upon the performance of a single 

generalized inverse by using multiple generalized inverses. For example, one method 

deals with saturated controls by redistributing the controls with a second weighted 

pseudo-inverse. !5 This method uses a weighted generalized inverse to get a control 

solution. If any of the controls are commanded to be greater than the physical limits 

allow, the moment produced will not equal the desired moment. To remedy this 

situation, the controls that did not saturate are recomputed using a second generalized 

inverse in an attempt to provide the required moment. “The saturated controls are 

prevented from participating in the redistribution effort by nulling the associated 

weighting elements.” 15 This method can significantly improve upon the performance of 

a single generalized inverse. However, it does not guarantee admissible control solutions 

for all attainable moments. 

Initial concerns about the life-cycle costs of using thrust vectoring spurred the 

development of a control allocation method that utilized a certain set of controls only 

when necessary. 14 This method became known as daisy chaining. The method of daisy 
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chaining divides the controls into primary, uj, and secondary, ug, controls. Initially, only 

the controls in uj are used. They are solved for using either matrix inversion or a 

generalized inverse. If any of the controls in uy are commanded to move further or faster 

than is physically possible, the moment produce by these controls will not be equal to the 

desired moment. The controls in up are used to provide a moment equal to the difference 

between the desired moment and the moment produced by the controls in u,. Again, the 

controls in u2 are allocated using matrix inversion or a generalized inverse. Further 

information about daisy chaining can be found in References 6 and 14. Daisy chaining 

also suffers from an inability to provide admissible controls for all the attainable 

moments. However, it is usually an improvement over the performance of a single 

generalized inverse. 

The topic of redundant controls is one that frequently arises in other fields, most 

notably that of robotics. A redundant robot has more degrees of freedom than rectilinear 

coordinates which specify the position of the end-effector. To position the end-effector, 

one must deal with the problem of mapping the desired manipulator position to a higher 

order control space which describes the joint angles. The equation for this is often 

written as X = e)8. In this expression, x is a vector representing the desired rectilinear 

velocities, similar to the desired moments, mg. Q is a vector of the joint angle velocities 

and is similar to the control vector u. There are two methods commonly used in robotics 

to solve this problem. The first is to use a generalized inverse such as those discussed 

previously. The second method involves adding rows to the J matrix to make it square 

and invertible. !© These additional rows may be constructed in several different ways. 

Often, they are related to some “useful additional task, such as obstacle avoidance.” 16 
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Another aspect of control allocation frequently seen in robotics is the use of 

redundancy to minimize some auxiliary objective function. This minimization is usually 

done by using a pseudo-inverse to generate an initial control solution. Then, the gradient 

of some objective function is projected onto the null-space of the control effectiveness 

matrix and added to the control solution. 17 The null-space contains the directions in 

which the controls can vary without affecting the commanded variables. Thus, the 

additional 9 term has no effect on the resulting x term. The objective functions used in 

robotics are often constructed with the intention of minimizing the joint deflection angles. 

6. 

Linear programming !8. 19 is a method widely used to solve constrained optimization 

problems. Some aspects of the control allocation problem may be cast as a standard 

linear programming problem. The constraints are the control position limits and mg = Bu. 

The cost to be minimized can be control magnitude, drag due to the controls, or some 

other function. Classical linear programming techniques, such as the Simplex method, 

first search for a basic feasible solution, and then improve upon this solution until the 

minimum is reached. 

The major shortcoming of applying the linear programming method to flight controls 

involves unattainable commanded moments. In the event that the basic requirements of 

m, = Bu cannot be satisfied using any combination of admissible controls, it is necessary 

in a real-time application that some rational choice of u be applied. The Simplex method 

may exit gracefully when the constraints cannot be satisfied, but it provides no 

information regarding the best control deflection to apply. 
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A newer method of problem solving that has become quite popular recently is neural 

network computing. Neural networks have been successfully used in a wide variety of 

fields including power conversion, noise filtering, and the effect of solar activity on orbit 

prediction. 29 Neural networks function by constructing a relationship between a set of 

inputs and a set of desired outputs. To construct this relationship, a set of training data is 

required. A neural network can then be used to emulate some existing method of control 

allocation. 

The advantages of using a neural network stem from their ability to learn from 

experience. Research has been conducted to apply neural network technology to control 

allocation problems by Robert L. Grogan. 29 He suggests that “A neural network could 

be trained off-line on existing control effectiveness data. A second neural network could 

be linked in parallel to the first and trained on-line to compensate for modeling errors and 

parameter drift in real time...” 29 The benefits of this technology lie in the application of 

control allocation to real aircraft and adapting to the differences that exist between 

mathematical expressions and physical reality. However, a method of control allocation 

is still needed to provide the training data. 

Additionally, there exist methods which combine several of the above mentioned 

techniques. One rather eclectic method was developed by R.D. Jones for missile control. 

21 Jnitially, a generalized inverse variant is used to get the control deflections. To deal 

with control saturation, a linear programming problem is created. The solution to this 

linear programming problem 1s then obtained using a “Hopfield Artificial Neural 

Network.” This method is a good illustration of the significant increase in the complexity 

of control allocation schemes that has occurred since the first simple control mixers. 
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Many existing methods fail to take full advantage of the capabilities of the controls 

which are available on modern aircraft. These methods fail to produce admissible 

control deflections for attainable moments. A deficiency in this area is a major concern 

because it translates directly to a loss in potential maneuverability or to the extra weight 

of controls which must be borne to achieve some desired level of maneuverability. By 

effectively allocating controls, new levels of performance and safety can be achieved. 
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3. NOMENCLATURE AND CONVENTIONS 

A ecesesseeesescesees The matrix [A] 

Aj ceecceccccceseeees Vector which is the i-th column of A 

Boe ccceeeceeeeeees The vector {a} 

Oj veccceesceeeeeceeees The i-th element of the vector a 

re A sub-vector of a 

By... ee cece cscs The i-th vector a 

d ccecesceeeeeeeneeeeee Subscript meaning desired 

U eeeeecccceceeees Vector of controls 

IN vocececececececeeees Number of controls 

Dive iiccccccccceeees Subset of constrained controls 

O(D) veeccccsccsreees Boundary of the set 2 

B wiieeecccccccceeees Matrix of control effectiveness 

| ee A vector which is the i th column of B 

MM oo eeeceeeees Vector of moments 

TING... eeeececeeeeees Vector of desired moments 
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Nicsessecccceeenssees Dimension of the generalized moment space 

Dioceses Subset of attainable moments 

AMS ........ ee Attainable Moment Subset, the same as ® 

FT eececceeseeteeees Such that 

Fee ceeccceeeeeenes Identically equal to 

N-D oes Abbreviation for n-dimensional 

R(B) woo. The null-space of B 

P viiceeesesteseeeeees A generalized inverse of B 

PS veeeeeeeeceeeeeeees The subspace in R™ defined by the columns of the generalized inverse P 

Bone. eeeeceeeeeeees Subset of admissible controls allocated using a generalized inverse 

Al coecccceesseseseees The pseudo-inverse of matrix A 

TD. eeeceeeececeeeee Subset of moments attainable using some allocation scheme 

NN vieseeccceeeeneeees An mxm weighting matrix, often diagonal 

[pp eeesseesereseseeeees An nxn identity matrix 

GI oceans Abbreviation for Generalized Inverse 

U(sat) --seeeeeeeeeee Denotes that some or all of the controls in u are at their position limits 

S XT we The Cartesian product, S x T = {(s,t):s € Sandt € T} 
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DO weeccceeeee Abbreviation for Daisy Chaining 

CGT oe Abbreviation for Cascading Generalized Inverse 

NSTI oe Abbreviation for Null-Space Intersection method 

Nees Matrix whose vectors form a basis for the null-space of B 

X voecesssesseseeseeeee Vector of dimension (n+-n)x1 

DA 1.0... eeeeeeeees Abbreviation for Direct Allocation 

DTDA............. Abbreviation for Discrete Time Direct Allocation 

U oeeeeeeeeeceeseeees The derivative of u with respect to time 

Wo ccccscesseeccees The subset of 0(Q) which maps to 0( ®) 
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4. PRELIMINARIES 

Problem Statement 

The simplest case of constrained control allocation will be examined initially. 

Consider an m-dimensional control space, ue R”. The controls are constrained by their 

position limits only. These minimum and maximum values define the closed subset £2 

Q={ ue R™1 uj Min S Ui S Ui Max } CR™ (4-1) 

Q is a closed and bounded set. The subset of controls which lie on the boundary of 

Q are denoted by 0(Q). If an element of the control vector, u, is equal to one of its 

limiting values, Uj Min OF Uj Max, it will be referred to as a saturated control. 

The controls generate moments through a mapping B onto n-dimensional moment 

space through the matrix multiplication of u, Bu = m, where B: R’”"— R". Since the 

Class of problems to be examined involves redundant controls, m>n. This mapping 

arises from the linearization of the functional dependency of the moments on the controls. 

m = f(u,x) (4-2) 

The methods and techniques described in this dissertation can be applied to any 

system with redundant control effectors. However, the data and examples in this 

dissertation are aircraft oriented. In general, aircraft controls are thought of as moment 

generators. Sometimes the effects of the controls are expressed in other terms, such as 

changes in accelerations. To simplify terminology, the vector of desired quantities will 

be referred to as moments. It should be understood that f(u,x) need not represent 
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moments, only the effects of the controls expressed in terms of the states, x, and/or the 

state derivatives f(u,x,x ). 

B is the control effectiveness matrix. The elements of B are the partial derivatives of 

f with respect to the controls, u. The reference condition at which these derivatives are 

evaluated is usually some predetermined flight condition, Xye¢, with the controls at zero 

deflection, Uref. 

  

  

  

| 6 Of;(u.x) of, (u,x) - of,(u.x) | 

Ou, Ou OUm 

Of.(u,x) of>(u,x) - Of2(u,x) 

of du, du2 OUn 
= >=— = -3 Bref OU ref : a : (4-3) 

of,(u.x) of, (u,x) - Of,(u,x) 

| ou, ou, OUm _l ref     
Denote by ®the image of Qin R”", Oc R", mapped using B. The subset ® 

represents all the moments that are attainable within the constraints of the controls and is 

often referred to as the AMS, for attainable moment subset. Note that these moments 

represent only the portion of the total moment which is due to the controls, defined as 

My. The moments generated by the effects of the states on the airframe are not included 

in the desired moment term. Moments which lie on the boundary of ® are denoted by 

HA). 

The control allocation problem is defined as follows: given B, £2, and some desired 

moment,mdeé @, determine controls, ue (2, which generate that moment. 
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Geometry of the Problem 

The geometry of the problem is easiest to visualize using lower dimensional 

problems. The same principles and concepts can be applied to higher dimensional 

problems, but it becomes more difficult to draw recognizable pictures. As an example, 

consider the case of three controls and two moments. The set of constrained controls, 2, 

can be represented as a three-dimensional box (See Figure 4-1). 

In order to speak clearly about the geometry of this problem, some terms should be 

defined. A subspace is a lower dimensional portion of a higher dimensional space which 

contains the origin of the higher dimensional space. For example, an infinite line which 

goes through the origin of a 3-D space is a subspace. A linear variety is a subspace which 

may have been translated from the origin. An n-dimensional linear variety is sometimes 

referred to as an n-flat. The term “object” will be used to refer to closed subsets in linear 

varieties. For example, an edge of the box in Figure 4-1 is a closed subset of an infinite 

line (1-D linear variety), and will be referred to as a 1-D object. The boundary of the 3- 

D box in Figure 4-1 is composed of objects of various dimensions: vertices of zero 

dimension, one dimensional edges, and two dimensional faces. Objects of dimension 4 or 

greater will be referred to as n-D hyper-boxes. To define an object, it is sufficient to 

know the location and connectivity of its vertices. 22 

To Keep track of the vertices, a simple numbering system has been devised. At a 

vertex, each of the controls is at either a minimum or maximum. If a control is at its 

minimum, it is designated by a 0. If it is at a maximum it is designated with a 1. This 

way, a particular vertex can be represented by a base-2 number (i.e. {uj u2 u3} = {101} = 

5). The connectivity can then be determined by examining the base-2 numbers. If only 
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{011}3 

{001}1 

{000}0   
(100) 4 

Figure 4-1: Constrained Control Subset, Q 
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one digit is different for two numbers, then the vertices are connected by an edge. For 

example, vertex 5 {101} is connected to vertices 1 {001}, 7 {111} and 4 {100}. 

Under the mapping B, the admissible control subset maps to a set of moments which 

can be attained using these controls. Figure 4-2a shows the 2-D projection of Figure 4-1, 

and Figure 4-2b shows the boundary of the attainable moment subset. As can be seen 

from Figure 4-2, some of the edges which are on the boundary of £2 map to the interior of 

@. 

The exterior of maps to the interior of ®as a result of the loss of dimension that 

occurs under the mapping B. Most control allocation schemes will allocate controls in 2 

for moments near the origin of ®, but they allocate controls outside of Q for moments 

near the boundary of @. 

A control! allocation scheme tries to establish a rule for mapping from ® to 2. 

Because the control space is of higher dimension than the moment space, a point in R” 

will not map to a single point in R”. There will exist a subspace of R™ which projects to 

the zero dimensional space in R". This subspace is called the null-space of B. It is 

denoted with by & (B) and is defined as follows: 

ue X(B) ={ue R15 Bu=0} cR™ (4-4) 

According to Sylvester’s law of nullity 23, a B matrix of rank n will have a null- 

space of dimension m-n. The case of 3 controls and 2 moments has a null-space which is 

a Single direction in control space. Varying the controls by some scalar multiple of this 

vector will have no effect on the moment produced. For any point in moment space, 

there exists an infinite line in control space which will map to that point. For higher 
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dimensional problems, the linear varieties may be planes or hyperplanes in control space 

which will map to a single point in moment space. 

If a point in moment space lies in ®, only a portion of the linear variety in control 

space lies inside 22. The challenge of constrained control allocation is to consistently find 

solutions which lie in Q. If the moment is outside ®, then the linear variety does not 

intersect £2. The method of control allocation which will be described in Section 9 of this 

dissertation is called Direct Allocation. It uses the geometry of @ to allocate the controls. 

This use of geometry will insure that controls in Q are allocated for every moment in @. 
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Figure 4-2a: Projection of 2 onto Moment Space 
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Figure 4-2b: 0( ®), The Boundary of The Attainable Moment Subset 
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5. GENERALIZED INVERSE SOLUTIONS 

The Geometry of Generalized Inverse Solutions 

The generalized inverse solution to the control allocation problem involves 

constructing a matrix which satisfies the equation BP =, where I, is an nxn identity 

matrix. The matrix P has n columns of length m. These columns are vectors in control 

space. These vectors form the basis of an n-dimensional subspace of R’™ to which the 

moments will be mapped. This subspace will be referred to as Ps. Since this subspace is 

expressed as a matrix, it is easily seen that the zero vector in moment space maps to the 

zero vector in control space. 

P0=0 (5-1) 

Thus, Ps will contain the origin of control space. As long as the origin of control 

space is contained within 2, P; and Q are guaranteed to intersect. This intersection 

represents all the valid control solutions which can be obtained using a particular 

generalized inverse, and will be denoted as @. 

6={Ps NVQ} C QDc RM (5-2) 

By mapping this intersection using B, the moments for which the generalized 

inverse will allocate admissible controls can be seen. Since the columns of the 

generalized inverse do not span the control space, the generalized inverse cannot allocate 

admissible controls for all the attainable moments, except in certain degenerative cases. 

Proof of this can be found in Appendix A. The symbol JT will be used to designate the 

subset of moments attainable using some control allocation scheme. 
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ITc @,1.e. T= Be (5-3) 

In the example of the three-control two-moment problem, the generalized inverse 

defines a 2-D plane in 3-D control space. Different generalized inverses will define 

different planes which appear to rotate about the origin, as this is the only point that they 

must all contain. Figures 5-la through 5-1d show different generalized inverse planes 

slicing through £2. Note that the planes in these figures do not necessarily correspond to 

the same B matrix. 

Specifying a Generalized Inverse 

The pseudo-inverse is a standard method for solving an underdetermined set of linear 

equations. It solves the equations in a manner which minimizes the 2-norm of the vector 

u, llullz, and is sometimes referred to as the minimum norm solution. It can be derived 

from minimization principles as follows: 

Minimize ulu 

Subject to Bu= m 

Define the scalar function H(u,A): 

H(u,A) = 0.5u7u +AT(m - Bu) (5-4) 

Where A is an nx1 vector of Lagrange multipliers. 

dH(u,A 
H(u,A) is an extremum when me) = (0) and a = () 

0 

OHA) _ yt _aTB=0 (5-5) ou 
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Figure 5-1: Generalized Inverse Planes Intersecting Q
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dH(u,A) _ 

On 
m- Bu=0 (5-6) 

From Equation 5-5, 

ul=ATBoSu=Blr (5-7) 

From Equation 5-6, 

Bu=m (5-8) 

Thus, the constraint equations are satisfied. 

Plugging u from Equation 5-7 into Equation 5-8 yields: 

B(BTA) =m (5-9) 

Solving Equation 5-9 for A 

d = (BB1)-1m (5-10) 

Note that BBT is an nxn matrix, and will have rank =nif B has rank =n. Thus, BB! 

should be invertible. Plugging A from 5-10 back into 5-7 yields 

u =B1!(BB!)-1m (5-11) 

P= BI(BBT)-1 (5-12) 

u=Pm (5-13) 
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d*H(u,A) - 1 and d*H(u,A) 
= (), so this 

ou2 On? 
Note BP = BB'(BB1)-! = Jy and that 

solution is a minimum. 

Equation 5-12 is sometimes referred to as the right pseudo-inverse to denote that it is 

used for matrices with more columns than rows. The left pseudo-inverse is used for 

matrices with more rows than columns. The pseudo-inverse of B is sometimes denoted 

B'. The pseudo-inverse is just one of an infinite number of matrix solutions to BP = Ip. 

There are many different methods of computing P. A generalized inverse has mxn 

elements. However, when specifying a generalized inverse one is not free to specify all 

mxn elements. Some of the elements must be used to satisfy the equation, BP = Iy. 

When specifying a generalized inverse, one defines an n-D subspace in an m-flat. 

The number of degrees of freedom of a n-flat in an m-flat is (m- n)(n + 1). If the n-flat 

has r points fixed, the number of degrees of freedom of the n-flat is (m- n)(n- r+ 1). *> 

Because the generalized inverse defines a subspace, one point, namely the origin, ts 

already specified. Thus, the number of degrees of freedom in picking a generalized 

inverse is equal to (m-n)n. 

One popular method for generating generalized inverses involves using a weighting 

matrix N, which is mxm. The weighting matrix is introduced in the pseudo-inverse 

equation to become: 

P= NBN) '[BNMBN)*]-1 (5-14) 

These P’s are often referred to as weighted generalized inverses or weighted pseudo - 

inverses. Many allocation methods use a diagonal N matrix. ©’ Using a diagonal N 
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offers the intuitive interpretation of using the weighting coefficients to emphasize/de- 

emphasize the controls to which they correspond. Frequently, the diagonal elements of NV 

are equal to the reciprocal of the magnitude of the range of motion of the control, N(i,i) = 

1/lUj Max - Ui Min. 

However, in terms of degrees of freedom, this approach is inefficient. For a diagonal 

matrix, there are m degrees of freedom in picking N. mcan be more or less than the 

number of degrees of freedom which exist for the generalized inverse. For 4 controls and 

3 moments, there are 4 degrees of freedom in N, but only 3 degrees of freedom in P. This 

means that there are different N matrices which produce the same P. For 5 controls and 3 

moments, there are 5 degrees of freedom in N, but 6 degrees of freedom in P. This means 

that there are generalized inverse solutions which cannot be generated using N. If all the 

elements of N are allowed to be non-zero, then there are mxm degrees of freedom in 

picking N, which will always be greater than the degrees of freedom in P. 

A method for specifying generalized inverses which uses only independent variables 

is Called Tailored Generalized Inverses. This method partitions B and P as follows: 

B=[B, Bp], By € R"®", |By| 40, Boe Roxtm -n) (5-15) 

[Note: if 1B;| = 0, rearrange the columns of B so that |Bj| ¥ O] 

P= Pl P 1 © RMXN, Py E R(m-n)xn (5-16) 

The matrix P2 contains the (m- n)n independent variables. Using the equation BP = 

In , Pj can be written in terms of B and P?: 

BP =In & BP) + BoP2 =1n & ByP| =1n- BoP2 & P) = By! - By BoPo (5-17) 
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While the matrix P2 lacks the intuitive appeal of a diagonal weighting matrix, it has 

the important property of having the same number of degrees of freedom as P. This fact 

will be used later when talking about “best” generalized inverses. Also, P2 can be used in 

conjunction with Direct Allocation to align the generalized inverse subspace to achieve 

the maximum attainable moment in specified directions. This method is detailed in 

Section 9 , which discusses Direct Allocation. 

The method of pseudocontrols !! 12 specifies a generalized inverse solution which 

controls the various modes of the system. The following description of this method is 

primarily taken from Reference 11. The method of pseudocontrols generates a control 

mixing matrix by first transforming the system x = Ax + Bu to a block diagonal form: 

y=Ay+lu (5-18) 

y= Mlyx (5-19) 

u= Wu (5-20) 

A= M-1AM (5-21) 

l=M-!BW (5-22) 

The matrix M is a diagonalizing similarity transformation matrix, whose columns are 

the Left Inverse Eigenvectors of A. The matrix W is a diagonal weighting matrix which 

has the maximum value of each of the control variables as its diagonal elements. Next, a 

vector of pseudocontrols, v, is created. Where the length of v is equal to the number of 

modes to be controlled. The vector wu is related to the pseudocontrols through the control 

mixing matrix, C. 
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u=Cv (5-23) 

The columns of C, ¢;, are found such that they maximize 

Jeol vig - of wie (5-24) 

subject to cj!q = 1 

Once C is determined, the controls can be computed using u = WCvg. This is 

analogous to the equation u = Pmg. The difference lies in the fact that the vector of 

commands, vg, is specifying modal commands instead of moment commands. 

Calculating [7 for a given Generalized Inverse 

In order to calculate IJ, it is necessary to be able to calculate the intersection of an n- 

D subspace with a bounded m-D subset. To describe how this is done, it will be 

necessary to use the terminology defined in Section 4. Additionally, the numbering 

system used to describe the vertices of {2 will be expanded so that it can be used to 

describe all of the objects which comprise 0 (Q). 

Recall that a vertex of £2 was described using a base-2 number. To describe the 

various objects on the boundary of Q, a base-3 numbering system will be used. Again, 

the controls will be arranged in ascending order, and if a control is at its maximum it will 

be given a 1 and if it is at a minimum it will be given a0. For example, {uy Max U2 Max 

U3 Min} = {110}. However, only vertices can be defined with all the controls set at 

limiting values. 
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It was noted that two vertices are connected by an edge if only one digit is different 

in their describing numbers, i.e. {110} is connected to {111} by an edge. Along this 

edge, u3 varies from its minimum to its maximum. To describe controls which are tree to 

vary in a particular object, the number 2 will be used. Thus, the edge which connects 

{110} and {111} will be denoted as {112}. Higher dimensional objects can be 

represented in a similar fashion. For example, faces are 2-D objects which have two 

controls which vary. It can been seen that the face which lies on the top of the box in 

Figure 4-1 is {221}. The entire box, 22, can be represented as all 2’s, {222}. 

This numbering system is especially useful when dealing with higher dimensional 

objects which are difficult to visualize. For example, it is easy to write that 

{1200210212} is a 4-D hyper-box which lies on the boundary of a 10-D hyper-box. This 

is seen from the fact that {1200210212} is a 10 digit number with 4 two’s. However, 

drawing a recognizable picture of a 4-D hyper-box on the boundary of a 10-D hyper-box 

would prove more difficult. 

An important feature of n-D geometrical objects is that they are bounded by (n-1)-D 

objects. This fact can be seen in lower dimensional objects that are frequently dealt with: 

1-D edges are bounded by 0-D vertices, 2-D faces are bounded by 1-D edges, 3-D boxes 

are bounded by 2-D faces. This is less easily seen, but nonetheless true for higher 

dimensional objects. For example, Figure 5-2 shows a 4-D hyper-box with one of the 3- 

D boxes which is on its boundary shaded. It is important to note that everything inside 

the 3-D box is on the boundary of the 4-D hyper-box. 

The subset is a convex polytope in R™. A linear subspace, such as Ps, is convex. 

Thus, the intersection of P, and Q , 6, will be a convex polytope. 22 To define this 
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polytope, it is sufficient to find all of the extreme points, or the vertices of the 

polytope. 22 These extreme points will be points that are on the boundary of 92 and also in 

the subspace P;. Through a systematic method of examination and elimination, it is 

possible to determine all such points. 

To determine the extreme points of 0, it is necessary to search the objects which lie 

on 0 (22). The number of conditions that an n-flat and a q-flat in S,, should intersect in an 

r-flat is (r+ 1)(m-n- qtr). This implies thatn+ gsm+r. Ifn+q>m+r they 

intersect in a region of dimensions n + q - m, which is greater than r. 29 To find points (r 

= 0) of intersection for the n-D subspace Ps, in an m-D space, we must search objects of 

dimension g, such thatn+ g<m<qsm-n. Thus, the dimension of the objects which 

need to be searched is (m - n)-D or smaller. For example, a 2-D plane may intersect a | - 

D edge of a 3-D box at a point (3 - 2 < 1), but it can not intersect a 2-D face of the 3-D 

box at a point. Note, however, that a 2-D plane may intersect a 2-D object of a 4-D (or 

higher) $2 at a single point. This fact may seem counterintuitive, but in dealing with 

higher order problems, intuition is often unreliable. This rule can also be applied to 

determine higher order intersections. For example, lines (7 = 1) will be formed in 

intersections with objects of dimension < (m-n+1) and faces (r = 2) will be formed in 

intersections with objects of dimension < (#-n+2). 

To search for the vertices of @, one must generate every (m-n)-D object and find their 

intersections with P;. Following the discussion above, on an (m-n)-D object n controls 

are at a minimum or maximum deflection and (m-n) are free to vary. (im-n)-D flats are 

generated by setting every combination of m controls taken n at a time to every 

combination of their minimum/maximum deflections. There are m!/(n!(m-n)!) 

combinations of control groupings, and 2” combinations of minimum/maximum 
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Figure 5-2: 4-D Hyper-Cube and 3-D Box on Boundary 
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deflections for each group. The values of the remaining (free) (m-n) controls are then 

determined. If the value of each of the (m-n) controls lies within its constraints, then the 

intersection is within Q, otherwise it is not. 

The determination of the intersections is done as follows: 

1) Partition P into 2 sections so that P, corresponds to the n controls to be set to their 

minimum/maximum values. Partition u similarly. 

ot ‘| _ _ m= => Pym=u, and Ppm=u 5 \ uy 1 1 2 2 

2) Set the controls in uy to each of the possible combinations of minimum and/or 

maximum values. 

3) Solve for m: m = Pyluy, 

P; should be square and invertible. If P is singular, then there are an infinite 

number of solutions. This can occur if the n-D subspace contains some lower dimension 

object. This P can be ignored because the defining intersections will be found by 

searching other objects. However, note that such intersections may be found by 

searching several objects. 

4) Solve for u2 : Uz = Pom = P2P}-!uy 

5) Repeat (1)-(4) trying all possible combinations of P; and Po. 

Solving for the controls in this manner guarantees that they lie in P,. If controls in u2 

are at or within their limits then that point is also on 0(Q), and is a vertex of @. Each 

vertex is denoted by its control vector, u, and corresponding object number, e.g. {121}. 
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Once the vertices are determined, they can be mapped to moment space using B. 

The vertices of @ will map to become the vertices of I. Once the vertices of [Tare 

known, the connectivity of the vertices needs to be determined to completely define IT. 

The connectivity can be determined by either of two means. The first involves using a 

convex hull generating algorithm such as the quickhull algorithm described in Reference 

26. Such algorithms can be used to accurately determine [7 because @ is convex, and 

under the linear transformation B, IT will also be convex. A proof of this is included in 

Appendix A. 

The second way to determine the connectivity of the vertices involves using the 

object numbers. The vertices were found on objects of (m-n)-D or smaller. They are 

connected if there is an (m-n+1)-D or smaller object which contains both points. By 

examining the object numbers, it can be determined if two vertices are contained by a (> 

n+1)-D object. An (m-n)-D object has n fixed controls. If two vertices have the same n 

fixed controls, they have the same object number and lie on the same (mr-n)-D object. If 

they have n-1 fixed controls in common, they lie on the same (m-n+1)-D object and are 

connected. For example, the edges {002} and {020} have one fixed control in common, 

uj =U] Min, and lie on the face {022}. Because the criterion for intersection contains a 

less than or equal to condition, there is a need to check to see if there is an (m-n+1)-D or 

smaller object that contains two vertices. If such an object exists, then the two vertices 

are connected. 

Once the vertices and their connectivity are known, the volume of [7 can be found. 

This volume can be compared to the volume of @ to give a relative measure of how well 

a particular generalized inverse allocates the controls. Although n is usually equal to 3, 
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this is not necessary for these techniques to be applied. Therefore, methods for the 

calculating n-D volumes will be described. 

The subset of moments attainable by an allocation scheme can usually be represented 

as a convex n-Dimensional object bounded by (n-1)-D objects. To calculate the volume 

of such an object, the (n-1)-D bounding objects are treated as the bases of n-D pyramids 

with their apices at some point on or within IT, typically the origin of moment space. The 

sum of the volumes of all these pyramids is the volume of the n-D object. The following 

is a generic method for calculating the volumes of pyramids with arbitrary polygons for 

bases that may be applied to both ® and to IT. 

The n-volume of a parallelepiped is the (n-1) volume of one of its faces times the 

altitude on that face. 27 If o is an n-D object in R® defined by the points Ao...Ap then its 

volume can be computed by the following equation: 2/ 

V(G) = J [AoAr - -AgAg] (5-25) 

In the nomenclature of Reference 27, the quantity in square brackets is the outer 

product of the vectors. The 1/n! comes from the fact that this formula calculates the 

volume enclosed by the vectors not the parallelepiped described by the vectors. Due to 

the definition of the outer product, this equation can also be written as follows: 

V(6) = 4,Det( Al) (5-26) 

[A] is a matrix whose rows are the vectors ApA;-:-AgA,. © iS an oriented volume. 

This means that if o changes its orientation, then o changes its sign. 27 Since the quantity 

of interest is the magnitude and not the orientation of these volumes, the absolute value of 

the above equations is taken. To calculate the volume of IJ, an n-dimensional volume, 
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divide its bounding objects into (n-1)-D objects containing n points (i.e. divide the 

polygons into triangles).The n-D objects can be divided into the (n-1)-D objects once the 

connectivity of the vertices is known. Use some point on or within [Tas the n+1 point 

from which the vectors are formed. If the origin is contained within 7, it is easy to form 

the vectors by taking the origin as the n+1 point and simply use the coordinates of the 

points as the rows of [A]. If there are k such bounding objects, then the n-volume of IT 

can be calculated as: 

k 

Vu) = 1) Det A) (5-27) 
“i=l 

Example 5-1: Area Calculations 

As a simple example of the above ideas, consider a problem with 3 controls and 2 

moments. The control effectiveness matrix is: 

Bu| 7:35e-4 T5041 e-4] (5-28) 
8.56e-5 5.13e-4-1.37e-3 

And the limits on the controls positions are: 

-20 su, <20 

-20 Su2 < 20 

-30 < u3 $30 

Figure 4-1 shows Q for this problem. The pseudo-inverse of B is: 

7.54e2 -1.83e2 
(5-29) Ppseudo -| 6.4le2 4.92e1 

2.87e2 -7.23e2 
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Figure 5-3 shows the subspace of the pseudo-inverse intersecting {2 for this problem. 

For m = 3 and n =2, all the edges of © need to be searched for intersections. Table 5-1 

Shows the results of this search. 

Table 5-2 shows the vertices of [7, numbered in the order they were found, and their 

connectivity. For m =3 and n = 2, two vertices are connected if the object numbers have 

one fixed control in common. Figure 5-4 shows a wire-frame of ® with [7 trom the 

pseudo-inverse inside. The convex hull of the AMS can be calculated by mapping the 

vertices of $2 and using a convex hull algorithm such as that of Reference 26. A more 

efficient means of computing the boundary will be detailed in the section on Direct 

Allocation. 

Once the connectivity is known, the area of [7 can be determined by dividing it into 

triangles and computing their areas using Equation 5-27. The area of [Tis 4.3528e-03 

which is approximately 83.6% of the area of ®, 5.2051e-03. 
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U4 

{100} 4 

Figure 5-3: Ps ~ Q for Example 5-1 

{010} 6 {110} 

{111} 

{001} {101} 5 

Figure 5-4: ® and IT for Example 5-1 
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Table 5-1: Search Results for Pseudo-Inverse 

  

Is it a vertex 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Object # uy U> = P2P;-luy, 

of IT? 

{002 } uj = -20 u3z= 1.9396 yes 
u = -20 

{Q12} uy = -20 u3 = -125.5006 no 
u2= 20 

{102} uj = 20 u3 = 125.5006 no 
u2 = -20) 

{112} uz = 20 u3=  -1.9396 yes 
u2= 20 

{020} uy = -20 uz= = --9.9750 yes 
u3 = -30 

{021} uj = -20 u2= -28.8074 no 
u3= 30 

{120} uj = 20 u2= 28.8074 no 
u3 = -30 

{121} uj = 20 w= 9.9750 yes 
u3 = 30 

{200} u2 = -20 uy = -30.3397 no 
u3 = -30 

{201} u2 = -20 uj= -10.9161 yes 
u3 = 30 

{210} u2= 20 uj=_ 10.9161 yes 
u3 = -30 

{211} w= 20 uy= 30.3397 no 
u3 = 30 
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Table 5-2: Vertices of IT 

ect ertices it oordinates in 
connects to Moment Space 

-(). (0). 

).0 

3 

, -0. 

, -0. 

, 0.052- 
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Example 5-2: Volume Calculations 

The following example applies the above techniques to a higher order problem 

involving 10 independent controls. The data in the B matrix are based on a linear 

approximation to the F-18 High-Angle-of-Attack-Research-Vehicle (HARV) 

aerodynamic data. The model was linearized about a flight condition of 10,000 ft., Mach 

0.3, and 12.5° angle-of-attack. The controls are: horizontal tails, ailerons, rudders, trailing 

edge flaps, and three thrust vectoring controls. The left and right ailerons, horizontal tails, 

and trailing edge flaps are allowed to move independently of one another and are treated 

as separate controls. The left and right rudders are constrained to move together and are 

treated as a single control. The thrust vector control effectiveness was approximated from 

data in Reference 6. This data will be used in several examples throughout this 

dissertation and shall in the future be referred to as the F-18 HARV data. 

-4.382e-2 4.382e-2 -5.84le-2 5.841le-2 1.674e-2 

B=| -5.330e-1 -5.330e-1 -6.486e-2 -6.486e-2 0.000e+0 ... 

1.100e-2 -1.100e-2 3.91le-3 -3.91le-3 -7.428e-2 

-6.280e-2 6.280e-2 2.920e-2 1.000e-5 = 1.000e-2 

6.234e-2 6.234e-2 1.000e-5 3.553e-1 =1.000e-5 (5-30) 

0.000e+0 0.000e+0 3.000e-4 1.000e-5 1.485e-1 

For this combination of B matrix and control deflection limits, shown in Table 5-3, 

the subset of attainable moments is as shown in Figure 5-5. 
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Table 5-3: F-18 HARV Control Position Limits 

ontro ace 
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ght § € Flap 
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tc t Vector 
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aw t Vector Vane 
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Cm 

  

Figure 5-5: ® for Example 5-2 
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The pseudo-inverse of B is: 

- -2.201e+0 -7.500e-1 -3.350e-1 
2.202e+0 -7.500e-1 3.353e-1 
-2.960e+0 -9.125e-2 2.210e-1 
2.960e+0 -9.128e-2 -2.210e-1 

p _ | 9.492e-1  1.383e-5 -2.693e+0 (5-31) 
pseudo | _3177e+0 8.774e-2 8.643e-2 - 

3.177e+0 8.77le-2 -8.646e-2 
1.477e+0 6.08le-6 -2.940e-2 
3.958e-4 4,999e-1 2.5786e-4 

| 3.015e-1 -2.537e-5 5.325e+0 _]     
For m = 10 and n =3, all the 7-D hyper-boxes of Q need to be searched for 

intersections. Table 5-4 shows only the intersections which are vertices of IZ. If the 

object numbers of two vertices have two or more fixed controls in common, they are 

connected by an edge. If the object numbers have | or more fixed control in common, 

they lie on the same face of IT. 

These vertices connect to form the faces which bound the three dimensional IT. 

Table 5-5 list vertex connections and Table 5-6 lists the vertices which lie on the same 

face. Figure 5-6 shows the vertices of [pseudo connected by a wire-frame. 

Figure 5-7 shows ITIpseudo inside a wire-frame of ®. Again, Equation 5-27 can be 

used to find the volumes of Tpseudo and ®. For this example, the volume of pseudo, 

1.238e-2, 1s only 13.7% of the volume of ®, 9.013e-2. 
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Table 5-4: Vertices of IT 

00 ates in ace 
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Table 5-5: Vertex Connections 

ertex onnects to Vertices 
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Table 5-6: Faces of IT 

  

Face # Vertices on Face 
ee — 

1 1,2,4,3 

1,2,10,9 

1,3,11,5,7,9 

2,4,12,6,8,10 

3,4,12,11 

5,6,8,7 

5,6,12,11 

7,8,10,9 
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Cn 

  

    

  

  

  

    
Figure 5-7: I7 pseudo inside © for Example 5-2 
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Best Generalized Inverses 

With the ability to calculate J7 for a given generalized inverse, and the ability to 

systematically vary generalized inverses, it is possible to search for the generalized 

inverse which maximizes the volume of ITZ. This generalized inverse will be referred to as 

the best generalized inverse, Pgest. To search for the best generalized inverse, the method 

of Tailoring will be used. This method is used because Tailoring exercises the proper 

number of degrees of freedom in specifying a generalized inverse. The elements of the 

P> matrix can be systematically varied using searching algorithms until a maximum its 

found. Typically, the pseudo-inverse is used as an initial guess. 

While the existence of a unique global maximum has not been proven, some 

parameter sweeps can be used to suggest that one exists. Figure 5-8 shows some 

representative parameter sweeps for the F-18 HARV data. The initial values in P2 are 

those given in the bottom 7 rows of Ppseudo, Equation 5-31. By varying a single element 

of P2 and holding the others fixed, it can be seen that the volume has a single maximum 

for a given parameter sweep. Additionally, several tests were conducted in which 

different initial guess for P2 were used and each time a maximization algorithm 

converged to the same final result. This also suggests that a global maximum exists. 

However, it is possible that there will not exist a unique P2 which corresponds to the 

global minimum. 

Example 5-3: Maximizing the Volume of [7 

The data for the B matrix is the F-18 HARV data used in the previous example. The 

elements of P2 were varied using a Simplex routine from Reference 28. 
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The best generalized inverse was calculated to be: 

~ -6,.047e-3 -6.600e-1 -1.130e-2 7 
1.32le-1 -6.586e-1 -5.608e-3 

-5,543e+0 -4.889e-3 -8.715e-2 
5.543e+0 5.098e-3 8.283e-2 

Pra} 3917e-1 -1.641e-6 -4.268e+0 
Best™ | _1 398040 3.934e-2 -1.882e-1 

1.452e+0 2.897e-2 3.182e-2 
5.520e+0 -3.700e-5 4.878e-2 
1.041e-3 8.243e-1 1.166e-3 
4.753e-1 1.064e-4 4.602e+0 _] 

(5-32) 

    
Figure 5-9 shows the resulting [pes Gr inside ®. The volume of [TBest GJ = 3.852¢e-2 

which is 42.7% of ®. For problems such as this, in which m is much greater than n, the 

volume of [7gest Gy is significantly less than the volume of ®. This smaller volume can 

translate directly to a loss of performance capability. 
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Figure 5-9: ITpest Gr inside ® 
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Unattainable Moments 

As stated in the introduction, many control laws are configured so that they may 

command moments for which the control allocator cannot allocate admissible controls. If 

the desired moment lies outside of I7g;, then the moment produced by the commanded 

controls can vary widely from the desired moment. The variation in the moment 

produced is inconsistent and thus difficult to predict. When the allocated controls are 

truncated by position saturation, the moment produced by the controls may not have the 

same direction. Furthermore, the moment produced may be of greater or lesser 

magnitude than the desired moment. Also, desired moments which lie in the same 

direction in moment space need not produce moments which lie in the same direction in 

moment space. 

The effects of commanding moments which lie outside of [7g7 can be demonstrated 

using the F-18 HARV data and the pseudo-inverse, Equations 5-30 and 5-31. If the 

desired moment is: 

0.08 
mg = 0.0 ls P (5-33) 

0.08 

then the pseudo-inverse will command the controls to be: 

u = {-0.2630, 0.1430,-0.2265, 0.2119,-0.1396, 

-0.2403 , 0.2543, 0.1158, 0.0401, 0.4502} T (5-34) 

The right trailing edge flap, ug, is commanded to exceed its limit. Excessive 

commands sent to actuators are truncated by the physical limits. To denote that some of 
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the controls are saturated, the subscript (sat) will be used, i.e. u(saty. After the position 

limits are enforced, the controls are: 

Wsat) = {-0.2630, 0.1430,-0.2265, 0.2119,-0.1396, 

-0.1396, 0.2543, 0.1158, 0.0401, 0.4502} T (5-35) 

The moment produced by the truncated controls is: 

0.07368 | 

Mout = Fosnna| (5-36) 

0.08000 

This moment has a different direction and a greater magnitude than the desired 

moment. 

Img! = 0.13856 < Imoy! = 0.13883 (5-37) 

If the control vector is scaled so that controls which are commanded to move beyond 

their limits are reduced to be equal to their limits, then the direction of the desired 

moment can be preserved. This scaling would need to be implemented as part of the 

control allocation algorithm. For the desired moment in Equation 5-32, the controls from 

the pseudo-inverse given in Equation 5-33 can be scaled so that ug is at its limit: 

Uscaled = {-0.1528, 0.0831, -0.1316, 0.1231, -0.0811, 

-0.1396, 0.1478, 0.0673, 0.0233, 0.2615} 7 (5-38) 

For these commanded controls, the direction of the desired moment is preserved: 

{ 0.0465 { 0.08 
Mout = | 0.0465 }=0.581*mg= \ 0.08 (5-39) 

0.0465 0.08 
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A second desired moment in the same direction as the first is considered. 

{0.10 | 

Md = \ Pah | e @ (5-40) 

0.10 

For this desired moment, the pseudo-inverse allocated controls are: 

u = { -0.3287, 0.1787, -0.2831, 0.2649, -0.1744, 

-0.3003, 0.3179, 0.1448, 0.0501, 0.5627} 7 (5-41) 

The right trailing edge flap, ug, and the yaw thrust vector vane, u49, are commanded 

to exceed their limits. The truncated controls are: 

U(sat) = { -0.3287, 0.1787, -0.2831, 0.2649, -0.1744, 

-0.1396, 0.3179, 0.1448, 0.0501, 0.5236}7 (5-42) 

The moment produced by these controls is: 

| 0.08951 
Mout = \r" 11002 (5-43) 

0.09419 

This moment has a different direction and smaller magnitude than the desired 

moment. 

lmg| = 0.17321 > Imo! = 0.17026 (5-44) 

Even though the two desired moment in this example have the same direction, the 

moments produced have different directions. While the subject of what is best to do 

when a commanded moment is unattainable is debatable, producing a moment which 
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varies inconsistently from the desired moment can have undesirable effects on aircratt 

performance. 
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6. DAISY CHAINING SOLUTIONS 

Method Origin 

Some controls can put severe stresses on aircraft components. For example, thrust 

vectoring vanes are exposed to high temperatures when they are employed. It was 

proposed that using thrust vectoring only when necessary would help reduce life-cycle 

costs. 14 The method of daisy chaining allows a specified set of controls, such as thrust 

vectoring vanes, to be used only when the rest of the controls fail to achieve the desired 

moment. “This results in a savings (in terms of heat loads) on the thrust vectoring 

vanes.” 14 

The method of daisy chaining usually divides the controls into two groups © 14, uy 

and u2. The controls in uz are used only when the controls in uj fail to generate the 

desired moment. This method can be applied using 3 or more control groupings, with 

each successive grouping being used only when the previous groupings fail to achieve the 

desired moment. However, the typical case uses two groupings, and only this case will 

be discussed in detail. 

Description of Method 

Initially, the controls are divided into two groups. The first group, u1, consists of the 

controls which may be used at all times. These controls are often the conventional 

aerodynamic surfaces such as ailerons, elevators, and rudders. The second group, up, 

contains the controls which will be used only when the first group of controls fails to 
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generate the desired moment. These controls are often those which move slower or are 

subjected to higher stresses such as flaps and thrust vector vanes. 

The B matrix is partitioned to correspond to these control groupings: 

Bu =[B} Bal ! = Byu, + Boo (6-1) 

For a desired moment, the controls in a given group, uj, are allocated using matrix 

multiplication. If the inverse of B, exists, it is computed and used to allocate the controls 

in uj. If B, is not square, a generalized inverse of B; is generally used. To simplify the 

notation, P; will be used to represent the matrix used to allocate the controls in uj, 

whether it is some generalized inverse of Bj or Bj-!. Initially, the controls are allocated as 

follows: 

uj = Pymg and uo = 0 (6-2) 

If the controls in uy are at or within their limits, the controls in uz remain unused. If 

some or all of the controls in uy are commanded to exceed their limits, then the controls 

which are commanded to exceed their limits are positioned at their limits. The truncated 

controls are designated u4(sat). Because the commanded controls have been truncated, 

they will not produce the desired moment. The moment produced by the controls in 

group one, ByU4 (cat), is then subtracted from the desired moment to get the part of the 

desired moment which needs to be produced by the controls in ua. These controls are 

then allocated using P. 

u2 = P2(mg- Bi 1 (sat)) (6-3) 
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If the controls in uz are commanded to exceed their limits, they are positioned at 

their limits. This will only occur if the desired moment is unattainable using this method. 

In general, this method will not allocate controls in 2 to generate every desired moment 

in @, 

Figure 6-1, taken from Reference 14, shows a block diagram of the daisy-chaining 

algorithm. The ‘Saturation’ blocks typically represent both position and rate limits. The 

subject of rate limiting will be discussed in later sections. The problem being considered 

will deal only with the position limits. 

Calculating /7 for a given Daisy Chain 

Calculating [7 for this method is more difficult than for the generalized inverse 

solutions. The moments produced by the individual control groupings can be computed 

using previously described techniques. However, because of the manner in which the 

controls are allocated, the effects of the different control groupings can not be combined 

in a simple additive fashion. 

Consider a group of controls, uj. Corresponding to the controls in uj, will be an Qi, 

the admissible controls, and @, the attainable moments to which the controls in QQ; map. 

2Q- Rand & < @ (6-4) 

The matrix P; will define a set of moments for which admissible controls will be 

allocated. If Bj has more columns than rows, IJ; will be a subset of ® and can be 

computed as described in Section 5. If B, is square and invertible then there is a unique 

relationship between the moments in ® and the controls in Q3. This means that [i will 

be equal to &. 
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Figure 6-1: Block Diagram of Daisy Chaining Algorithm 
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The case where Bj has more rows than columns has not been previously discussed 

because it is not a redundant control problem. However, daisy chaining may divide the B 

matrix into sections which have fewer columns than rows. When this occurs, the 

controls, §4, define a subset in moment space, @, which is of lower dimension than n. 

Each moment in @ can be mapped to controls in £2; using a matrix multiplication. Thus, 

If will be equal to ®. The matrix used to map @, to 2; can be computed as the least- 

squares solution to m= Bu. This matrix is sometimes known as the left pseudo-inverse, 

and it satisfies PB = I. It can be derived from minimization principles as follows: 

Minimize |lm-Bull2 

Define the scalar function f(u): 

f(u) =(m - Bu)!(m- Bu) = (mT - uTBT)\(m - Bu) (6-5) 

f(u) = m1m - m™Bu - uTBTm + uTBTBu (6-6) 

Since is u!BTm a scalar, it is equal to its transpose: 

u!Blm = mTBu (6-7) 

Rewriting Equation 6-6: 

  

f(u) = mTm -2m™Bu + uTBTBu (6-8) 

f(u) is an extremum when ay =0 

of(u) T TpT T >, = 72m B+2u!BIB=0 © 2u!BIB=2m'B = BIBu = B'm (6-9) 

u = (BTB)-1BTm (6-10) 
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Poseudo = (BIB)-1BT (6-11) 

This solution minimizes ||m-B(Pm)ll2. This matrix can be calculated using several 

other methods. Reference 24 suggests using QR factorization or singular value 

decomposition to calculate Ppseudo, especially when B is rank deficient. For all of the 

moments in ®, Pj pseudo Will allocate admissible controls, and Ilm-B(Pm)llz will be zero. 

The admissible controls and attainable moments which correspond to the different 

control groups can be combined to form the total admissible controls and total attainable 

moments. This can be done because the problem is linear. For the typical case of 2 

control groupings, this combination can be written as the Cartesian product 73 of the two 

sets: 

Q x M=Q and Ox = @ (6-12) 

However, the Cartesian product of J; and IT is not equal to the total volume of 

moments for which the scheme will allocate admissible controls, Ipc. 

Ih x Ih # Ilpoc (6-13) 

This point is best illustrated using a low order example. 

Example 6-1: 4 Controls & 2 Moments 

B=| -0.5864 0.6620 0.3992 0.4406 (6-14) 
0.9171 -0.4438 0.2091 0.2237 

Bi =| -0.5864 0.6620 J B -| 0.3992 0.4406 | (6-15) 
0.9171 -0.4438 0.2091 0.2237 

P =| 1.2793 2084 | P _ 1.2329 2.0288 | (6-16) 
2.6438 1.6905 -1.1525 2.2006 
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Because B, and B> are square and invertible, 17; = ®, and [7 = ®). Figure 6-2 

shows a wire-frame of ® for this problem. In Figure 6-2, IT; is shown as the shaded 

region centered at the origin of moment space. The shaded area centered at (-2, -1.5) 

corresponds to an area the size and shape of Ih. 

As the controls in uy vary, the origin of IJ) moves to the moment produced by the 

controls in u,. Figure 6-3 shows that by sweeping the origin of [J around the boundary 

of Ij, the entire area of ®can be attained. While it is always true that ®; and ®) can be 

combined to get ®, [7 and IT» can be combined to get ® only if IJ, is equal to ® and I> 

is equal to ®. 

Daisy chaining does not allocate the controls in a fashion where these two areas can 

simply be combined to get ITpc. Figure 6-4 shows ®and desired moments which are on 

the boundary of ®, represented by circles. The moments produced using daisy chaining 

to allocate controls for these moments are indicated by +’s. The fact that the +’s and 0’s 

are not coincident illustrates the fact that the moments produced are not equal to the 

desired moments. The lines shown in Figure 6-4 connect a desired moment and the 

resulting moment produced. 

The area formed by the produced moments in Figure 6-4 is not equal to ® and is not 

convex. The reason for this can been seen by examining the commanded control 

deflections for several moments. The control deflections corresponding to the 

commanded moments shown in Figure 6-5 are given in Table 6-1. Saturated controls are 

indicated in bold. 
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Figure 6-3: IT; and ITy Combine to Make ® 
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At Point 1 in Figure 6-5, the first two controls are set to their minimum values. This 

produces a moment which is a vertex of Ij, designated point ‘a’. Point ‘a’ becomes the 

origin for I>, as shown in Figure 6-5. From point ‘a’, Point 1 almost lies inside I, and 

the moment produced is very close to the desired moment. However, for Point 2, the 

controls in uy also produce the moment at point ‘a’. When IJ is centered at point ‘a’, 

Point 2 is well outside of I>. Thus, the moment produced can not be equal to the desired 

moment. 

For points 3 and 4, the origin of [h moves away from point ‘a’ along an edge of I; 

towards point ‘b’. The movement away from point ‘a’ is seen by the fact that only one 

control in wy is saturated. However, the origin does not move nearly far enough for 

points 3 and 4 to lie inside the relocated [, and the moments produced are not close to 

the desired moments. 

Due to the nature of the daisy chaining allocation scheme, it is difficult to exactly 

determine the volume of [paisy Chaining for a given problem. Instead, Ipgisy Chaining Can 

be approximated using a convex hull generating program and a set of moments for which 

daisy chaining allocates admissible controls. 

To obtain this set of moments, it is necessary to pick a moment direction and 

increase the magnitude of the vector until one of the controls in u> saturates. It is not 

sufficient to pick a large moment and the use the moment produced when that moment is 

commanded. There is no guarantee that the moment produced by a large commanded 

moment will be produced when it is commanded. For example, when the commanded 
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Figure 6-5: Examining the Concavity 
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Table 6-1: Controls Allocated using Daisy Chaining 

oment 

Moment Produced 

4 ). J ). 3: ). 

1.21, 0. 1.62,-0.30 
1.62.0. 0.38, 0, 
1.86, 1.0 62,02 
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moment is (1.0662, -1.6801) the moment produced by the allocated controls is (0.6137, 

-1.3404). However, when (0.6137, -1.3404) is commanded, the moment produced is 

(0.2019, -1.0643). 

Figure 6-6 shows ®and a set of moments, represented by circles, which were 

generated by picking a direction and increasing the magnitude until one control in u2 

saturated. The dashed line represents a convex hull generated around these moments. 

This convex hull has an area approximately equal to the area of Ipc. This estimate is 

overly generous due to the concavities in IIpc. However, it is easier to compute, 

especially for higher order problems, than an actual volume of [Ipc which may be a very 

complicated, concave shape. 
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Figure 6-6: Maximum Attainable Moments and Approximate ITIpc 
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Example 6-2: F-18 HARV 

Using the F-18 HARV data, the B matrix was partitioned into two 3x5 matrices. B ] 

contains the more conventional aircraft controls: horizontal tails, ailerons, and rudders. 

B2 contains the remaining controls: trailing edge flaps, and thrust vectoring vanes. 

-4.382e-2 

-5.330e-1 

1.100e-2 

-6.280e-2 

6.234e-2 

0.000e+0 

“ 
Bo= 

  

4.382e-2 

-5.330e-1 

-1.100e-2 

6.280e-2 

6.234e-2 

0.000e+0 

-5.841e-2 

-6.486¢e-2 

3.91 1e-3 

2.920e-2 

1.000e-5 

3.000e-4 

The matrices were inverted using the pseudo-inverse, producing P] and P2: 

| -4.167e+0 

4.167e+0 

-5.337e+0 

5.337e+0 
| 6.722e-1 

| -7.186e+0 

7.185e+0 

3.338e+0 

-2.637e-5 

| -6.745e-3   

-9.243e-1 

-9.243e-1 

-1.124e-1 

-1.124e-1 
0.000e+0 

4.653e-1 

4.649e-1 

-1.567e-5 

2.651e+0 

-1.784e-4 

-2.429e+0 | 

2.429e+0 

-3.254e-3 

3.254e-3 

-1.274e+1 | 

4.866e-1 | 

-4.868e-1 

-2.125e-1 

-1.508e-4   6.734e+0 _ 

5.84le-2 1.674e-2 | 

-6.486e-2 0.000e+0 (6-18) 

-3.91le-3 -7.428e-2 

1.000e-5 1.000e-2 

3.553e-1 1.000e-5 (6-19) 

1.000e-5 1.485e-1 

(6-20) 

(6-21) 

To approximate the volume of IJpc, 182 moments directions were chosen. These 

directions correspond to the directions of the 92 vertices which define ®, and the centers 

of the 90 faces which bound ®. The vertices of ® are special cases because the 

maximum attainable moment in these directions have all the controls set at saturation. 

Also, the vertices are the extreme points of ® which define its shape. The centers of the 

faces are special because they are as far as possible from the vertices. Thus, these 

directions provide a set that will rigorously test the abilities of the allocation scheme. For 
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each direction, the desired moment was increased in increments of 0.1% of the value ot 

the maximum attainable moment in that direction until one or more of the controls in uz 

saturated. The daisy chaining scheme implemented was unable to achieve the maximum 

attainable moment in any of the directions tested. The best it was able to do was achieve 

a moment 96.7% of the maximum value. In the worst directions tested, the moment 

attainable using this daisy chaining scheme was only 38.2% of the maximum value. On 

average, the moments in ITpc were 75.5% of the maximum values. 

Figure 6-7 shows an approximation of /7 for this daisy chaining scheme inside a wire 

frame of the AMS. This [7 was computed using the quickhull algorithm 2° for generating 

convex hulls. The quickhull algorithm requires a user input “delta” value to determined 

the accuracy of the convex hull. This number should be reduced until further reduction 

does not change the resulting convex hull. The approximate volume of [pc is 3.81 1e-2, 

which is about 42.3% of @. 

It should be noted that using different control groupings and different generalized 

inverses can have a Strong effect on the volume of IJpc. However, for several reasons, 

the volume for Ipc is not typically maximized. First of all, finding the volume of [Ipc 

for a given setup is very computationally expensive. Secondly, the control groupings are 

usually chosen to fit specific design criterion, and little or no variation is allowed. 

Finally, as Example 6-1 shows, even when all the volumes of the individual I7,’s are 

maximized, [; = @, [Ipc may not be equal to ®. If maximizing the volume of ITis of 

the highest priority, another allocation method should be used. 
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Figure 6-7: Approximate Ipc for F-18 HARV 
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Unattainable Moments 

Similar to the case of generalized inverse solutions, when a moment is commanded 

that is outside [7pc, the moment produced can vary widely from the desired moment. 

When over-driven controls are truncated by saturation, the moment produced has neither 

the same magnitude nor direction as the desired moment. This fact can be seen from 

Figure 6-4 and Table 6-1. Section 5 showed that the controls can be scaled so that the 

direction of the desired moment is preserved. Scaling down over-saturated control 

commands is not usually done when implementing daisy-chaining © 14, but it is 

considered here to illustrate some of the effects. 

Preserving the direction of the commanded moment does not enable a daisy-chaining 

algorithm to access all of the attainable moments. This is illustrated in Figures 6-8 and 6- 

9. The circle in Figure 6-8 shows Point 3 from Table 6-1 of Example 6-1. If Point 3 

represents the desired moment, the scaled controls will produce the moment which is 

located where the line from the origin to Point 3 intersects the boundary of J7,. This 

becomes the center of I. With I centered here, Point 3 is still outside of [, and thus 

unattainable. Figure 6-9 shows a location of the origin of IJ from which Point 3 is 

attainable. This point cannot be calculated by scaling. If the controls allocated using 

daisy-chaining are properly scaled, then the direction of the desired moment can be 

preserved. However, Daisy Chaining will not generally allocate admissible controls for 

all the attainable moments whether or not scaling is used. 
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Figure 6-9: Required Origin for Th to Attain Point 3 
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7. CASCADING GENERALIZED INVERSE SOLUTIONS 

Description of Method 

Since the volume of moments which are attainable using a single generalized 

inverse, IIgy, can be a small percentage of the total volume of attainable moments, ©, 

new methods which have greater volumes have been explored. The method of Cascading 

Generalized Inverses arises from the idea that if a generalized inverse commands a 

control to exceed a position limit, then that control should be set at the exceeded limit, 

and the rest of the controls redistributed to achieve the desired moment. The effect of this 

redistribution effort is to enlarge the region in moment space for which the scheme will 

allocate admissible controls. This procedure can be used with either pseudo-inverses, or 

generalized inverses weighted with a diagonal N matrix. 

Initially, a generalized inverse is computed using either Equation 5-12 or 5-14. This 

matrix is used to allocate the controls given in response to some desired moment. 

u=Pmg (7-1) 

If this solution yields no saturated controls, then the desired moment lies within IT 

for the generalized inverse. If any controls are commanded to exceed their limits, then 

those controls are set to their limits, and their effects at saturation are subtracted from the 

desired moment. The effect of a saturated control is equivalent to the control position 

multiplied by the column of the B matrix which corresponds to that control. The 

resulting moment is the part of the moment demand that must be satisfied by the 

remaining controls. Itis denoted mg’. For example, if the i-th control saturates: 
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Uj = Ui(sat) , Mq’ = Mg- Biui(sat) (7-2) 

Next, the saturated controls are removed from the problem. If a pseudo-inverse is 

being used, this is done by removing the corresponding columns, B;, from B. The smaller 

B matrix is denoted B’. The new pseudo-inverse is computed by plugging B’ into 

Equation 5-12 to get P’. When using a diagonal N matrix, it is sufficient to put a zero in 

the (i,i) element of N, then calculate P’ using Equation 5-14 and B. The controls which 

have not been saturated are then calculated using P’. 

u’ = P’mq’ (7-3) 

If P’ 1s computed from Equation 5-12, uw’ will have fewer controls than u. It is 

important to keep track of which controls are in uw’ and where they are located so that the 

final control vector can be assembled. This method is illustrated in Example 7-1 to 

follow. If P’ is computed using Equation 5-14, then u’ will have the same number of 

controls as u, but the controls which have been saturated will be allocated zero deflection 

by P’. This method 1s illustrated in Example 7-2. 

Some of the remaining controls determined in this step, u’, may be commanded to 

exceed their position limits. If so, the process is repeated with P’’, P’’’, etc. 

Wj =Uj(sat) » Mg’ = mg’- Biuj(sat) (7-4) 

u’’ = P’’mgq’”’ (7-5) 

Ultimately either no new controls will be saturated, all the remaining controls will be 

saturated, or the reduced B will have n or fewer columns. When no new controls are 

saturated, an admissible solution is found. If all the controls are saturated, the controls
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are Set to their limits and the moment is unattainable using this method. If the reduced B 

iS Square, its inverse is taken, and the last n controls are determined. 

When the removal of saturated controls results in a reduced B with fewer than n 

columns, several options are available. Equation 5-12 cannot be used when there are 

fewer than n columns in the reduced B matrix because the matrix inverse will not exist. 

Similarly, if the diagonal N matrix has fewer than n non-zero terms, Equation 5-14 cannot 

be used. One option is to remove only the number of controls which will leave n controls 

in the reduced B. When only these controls are removed, some of the saturated controls 

will be left in the problem and re-allocated. The saturated controls that are not removed 

can be chosen as those which correspond to the commanded controls that are closest to 

their limits. While this option is computationally viable, it has been observed that better 

results can be achieved by removing all the saturated controls and using a least-squares 

solution (Equation 6-11), as discussed in Section 6. 

When a least-squares solution is used, the moment produced will be closer to the 

desired moment than when using the other method. If controls allocated by the least- 

squares solution saturate, they are removed, and the process is repeated, until none of the 

remaining controls saturate, or all of the remaining controls saturate. It is possible that 

the final solution will have unsaturated controls, but not produce the desired moment (to 

be shown in Example 7-2). 

This method can greatly increase the size of IT for an initial generalized inverse, and 

it is not difficult to implement. However, as it may require several evaluations of a 

generalized inverse for each desired moment, it is more computationally expensive than 

using a single generalized inverse. 
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The method of Cascading Generalized Inverses is not guaranteed to produce 

admissible controls to generate all the attainable moments. Determining the volume of IT 

for this method can be done using the same techniques used to tind Ipaisy Chaining. Like 

Daisy Chaining, this method can have a concave IT, and so the convex hull method will 

yield an approximate volume which may be greater than the actual volume. Evidence of 

the concavities in [71s presented in Example 7-3. 

Example 7-1: How the Method Works 

This example uses the F-18 HARV data, the pseudo-inverse and the desired moment 

shown below. The pseudo-inverse produces the controls shown in Equation 7-9. 

Controls which have been commanded to exceed their limits are indicated by bold type. 

-4.382e-2 4.382e-2 -5.84le-2 5.84le-2  1.674e-2 

B=| -5.330e-1 -5.330e-1 -6.486e-2 -6.486e-2 0.000e+0 ... 

1.100e-2 -1.100e-2 3.91le-3 -3.91le-3 -7.428e-2 

-6.280e-2 6.280e-2 2.920e-2 1.000e-5 = 1.000e-2 

6.234e-2 6.234e-2 1.000e-5 3.553e-1 1.000e-5 (7-6) 

0.000e+0 0.000e+0 3.000e-4 1.000e-5 1.485e-1 

-2.20le+0 -7.500e-1 -3.350e-1 

2.202e+0 -7.500e-1 3.353e-1 

-2.960e+0 -9.125e-2 2.210e-1 

2.960e+0 -9.128e-2 -2.210e-1 

9.492e-1 1.383e-5 -2.693e+0 

    
Ppseudo= | 3 177e+0 8.774e-2 8.643e-2 (7-7) 

3.177e+0 8.77 le-2 -8.646e-2 
1.477e+0 6.081e-6 -2.940e-2 
3.958e-4 4.999e-1 2.5786e-4 

| 3.015e-1 -2.537e-5 5.325e40 _ 

0.1480 
m= [0316 e @ (7-8) 

0.1026 
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U = PpseudoMd = {0.0540, -0.5291, 0.4320, -0.4898, -0.4168, 0.5070, 

-0.4514, -0.2216, 0.1583, 0.5016} 7 (7-9) 

The desired moment lies outside TTpseudo. This is seen by the fact that the lett 

horizontal tail, u2, and the left trailing edge flap, u7, are commanded to exceed their 

position limits. For this first example, the columns of B which correspond to the 

saturated controls will be removed to yield a reduced B matrix and Equation 5-12 will be 

used. The saturated controls are set to their limits and their columns are removed from B. 

U2 = U2 Min = -0.4189, u7 = U7 Min = -0.1396 (7-10) 

-4.382e-2 -5.84le-2 5.84le-2 1.674e-2 -6.280e-2 
B’ =| -5.330e-1 -6.486e-2 -6.486e-2 0.000e+0 6.234e-2 ... 

1.100e-2. 3.91le-3 -3.91le-3 -7.428e-2 0.000e+0 

2.920e-2 1.000e-5  1.000e-2 

1.000e-5 3.553e-1 — 1.000e-5 (5-11) 

3.000e-4 1.000e-5  1.485e-1 

[ -1.481le+0 -1.191le+0 -1.299e-1 7 

-4.255e+0 3.988e-2 1.749e-1 

4.713e+0 -3.688e-1 -1.098e-1 
P= 1.286e+0 -2.186e-2 -2.687e+0 (7-12) 

-5.04le+0 3.798e-1 -3.032e-2 

2.24le+O -1.032e-1 1.040e-2 
-1.254e+0 9.008e-1 -1.778e-1 

L 7.654e-1 -1.097e-1 5.372e+0     
The new desired moment, mq’, is computed by subtracting out the contributions of 

these two controls. 

-0.1209 | 

mg’ = mg - B2u2 Min - B7U7 Min = { 0.1021 (7-13) 

0.1072 
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The remaining controls are then computed: 

u’ = P’mq’ = {0.0435, 0.5372, -0.6192, -0.4458, 

0.6450, -0.2804, 0.2245, 0.4721} 7 (7-14) 

However, now the right aileron and the left aileron have been commanded to move 

beyond their limits. When using the reduced B matrix, it is important to keep track of 

which controls correspond to which elements of u’. For example, the right aileron, the 

third element of u, corresponds to the second element of u’ because some controls have 

been removed. Again, these controls are set to their limits and their effects are subtracted 

from the desired moment. 

U3 = U3 Max = 0.5236, u4 = U4 Min = -0.5236 (7-15) 

L -4.382e-2 1.674e-2 -6.280e-2 2.920e-2 1.000e-5  1.000e-2 

B” =| -5.330e-1 0.000e+0 6.234e-2 1.000e-5 3.553e-1 1.000e-5 (7-16) 

L §=1.100e-2 -7.428e-2 0.000e+0 3.000e-4 1.000e-5  1.485e-1 

| -3.034e+0 -1.143e+0 -7.472e-2 
2.909e+0 -9.777e-2 -2.738e+0 

pr_| -1.063e+1 6.479e-1  1.440e-1 (7-17) 
4.726e+0 -2.209e-1 -6.73Se-2 

-2.685e+0 9.857e-1 -1.375e-1 

L 1.221e4+0 -1.332e-1 5.358e+0 

-().0597 

mq’’ = mq’ - B3U3 Max - B4u4 Min = | 0.1021 | (7-18) 
0.1031 

  

The remaining controls are then computed: 

u’”’ = P’’mg’’ = {0.0568, -0.4661, 0.7164, -0.3118, 0.2469, 0.4659} 7 (7-19) 
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Because all of the controls in u’’ are within their limits, an admissible solution is 

found. The final control vector, u, is assembled by combining the controls in u’’ with the 

controls which have been Saturated. 

u = (0.0568, -0.4189, 0.5236, -0.5236, -0.4661, 0.7164, -0.1396, -0.3118, 0.2469, 

0.4659} T (7-20) 

Note that for these controls do in fact generate the desired moment, Bu = my. 

Example 7-2: Bu # mq 

For the F-18 HARV data and a different desired moment, 

0.1083 | 
Mg = \ -0.0196 ; € ® (7-21) 

\-0.1234/ 

the pseudo-inverse allocates the following controls: 

u = {-0.1825, 0.2119, -0.3462, 0.3498, 0.4352, 

0.3566 , 0.3532, 0.1636, -0.0098, -0.6245 } 1 (7-22) 

The left horizontal tail, uz, the right trailing edge flap, ug, and the yaw thrust vector 

vane, W410, are all commanded to move beyond their position limits. For this example, 

Equation 5-14 will be used. For the diagonal N matrix, an identity matrix, N=/}0, is 

used. This N is used so that the results will be the same as those for a pseudo-inverse, as 

used in Example 7-1. Removing the saturated controls from the problem yields: 

U2 = U2 Max = 0.1833, Ug = U6 Min = -0.1396, U9 = 010 Min = -0.5236 (7-23) 

N(2,2) = 0, N(6,6) = 0, N(10,10) = 0 (7-24) 
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T -8.998e-1 -1.190e+0 -9.002e-1 

0.00e+O 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 

-4.553e+0 1.463e-1 -4.330e-1 

5.318e+0 -5.102e-1 9.728e-1 

P= -3.766e-1 2.103e-1 -1.340e+1 (7-25) 

0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 

5.042e+0 -1.956e-1 1.278e+0 

2.522e+0 -1.734e-1 7.706e-1 

-2.094e+0 9.963e-1 -1.476e+0 

L 6 .00e+O =—0.00e+0 0.00840     
0.0968 | | 

Mq’ = Mg - B2U2 Max - Belg Min - 21010 Min =| (0.0868 | (7-26) 
-0.0477 

u’ = P’mg’ = {-0.1475, 0.0000, -0.4072, 0.4240, 0.6205, 

0.0000, 0.4100, 0.1923, -0.0458, 0.0000} T (7-27) 

In u’, the combined rudders, us, are saturated. Removing this control yields: 

U5 = U5 Max = 0.5236 (7-28) 

N(5,5) =0 (7-29) 

| -2.685e+0 -1.932e-1 -6.444e+1 

0.00e+O0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 

-3.034e+0 -7.016e-1 5.360e+1 

4.740e+0 -1.873e-1 -1.959e+1 

p= 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 (7-30) 

0.00e+O0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 : 

5.405e+0 -3.985e-1 1.420e+1 

3.040e+0 -4.625e-1 1.918e+1 

-4.666e+0 2.432e+0 -9.296e+1 

- 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 

0.0880 
mq’’ = mq’ - Bsus Max = 0.08658 (7-31) 

-0.0088 
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u’’ = {0.3122, 0.0000, -0.7982, 0.5728, 0.0000, 

0.0000, 0.3165, 0.0591, 0.6160, 0.0000} F (7-32) 

In u’’, the right horizontal tail, u;, the right aileron, u3, the left aileron, u4, and the 

pitch thrust vector vane, ug, are all commanded to move beyond their position limits. 

Removing all these controls will result in fewer than n controls remaining (n = 3). Asa 

result, the remaining controls are solved for using the P’’’ which is the least-squares 

solution, P’’’B’’’ = 17. Note that having this number of controls saturate does not 

necessarily mean that this moment is outside of IJcg). If the controls solved for using the 

least-squares solution are within their limits, it is possible that the moment is attainable 

using this method. Removing the saturated controls and solving for the remaining 

controls yields: 

U] =U] Max = 0.1833, u3 = U3 Min = -0.5236 

U4 = U4 Max = 0.5236, Ug = U9 Max = 0.5236 (7-33) 

6.234e-2 1.000e-5 (7-34) 

0.000e+0  3.000e-4 

prs -3.787e-3 1.604e+1 -1.66le-1 | (7-35) 

3.425e+1 -3.450e+1 7.092e-1 

| 6.280e-2 res 
B’’= 

  

0.0349 | 
mg’’’ = Mq’’ - By] Max - B3U3 Min - B4u4 Max - Boug Max = { -0.0015 | (7-36) 

-().0027 

u’”’ = {-0.0241, 1.2447} 7 (7-37) 

Once again, the saturated control, ug, is removed and the final control is solved for. 

Ug = Ug Max = 0.5236 (7-38) 
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6.280e-2 
B’”’=| 6.234e-2 (7-99) 

0.000e-+0 

P’”’ =[ 8.020e+0 7.961e+0 0.000e+0] (7-40) 

0.0196 

mq’’’’ = mq’”’ - Bgug Max = | 0.0015 (7-41) 
-0.0028 

uw’ =u7 = {0.1448} (7-42) 

The final control vector for this desired moment ts: 

u = {0.1833, 0.1833, -0.5236, 0.5236, 0.5236, 

-0.1396, 0.1448, 0.5236, 0.5236, -0.5236}T (7-43) 

Although the final control did not saturate, the moment produced by these controls is 

not equal to the desired moment. 

{ 0.0979 { 0.1083 
Bu = Mout = | 0.0090 # | -0.0196 ; = ma (7-44) 

-0.1206 \ -0.1234 

For cases when fewer than n controls are unsaturated, another option was described. 

That method removes only the number of controls which will result in a square reduced B 

matrix. Following this procedure for this example would produce the same results up to 

Equation 7-32. Of the controls which saturate in Equation 7-32, the commanded value 

for u4 is the closest to its limit. Therefore, uq4 will not be removed. The remaining 

controls are solved for using the inverse of the remaining B matrix. 

5.84le-2 6.280e-2 2.920e-2 
B’’’ =| -6.486e-2 6.234e-2 1.000e-5 (7-45) 

-3.91le-3 0.000e+0 3.000e-4 
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1.983e+0 -1.997e+0 -1.929e+2 
P’’=(B’’)1=| 2.059e+0 1.396e+1 -2.008e+2 (7-46) 

2.585e+1 -2.604e+1 8.179e+2 

0.0654 
mq’”’ = mq’’ - By] Max - B3U3 Min - Boug Max = { -0.0355 (7-47) 

-().0047 

u’”’ = {1.1101, 0.5859, -1.2394}T (7-48) 

To differentiate these final controls from those previously determined, these will be 

designated uf. 

us = { 0.1833, 0.1833, -0.5236, 0.5236, 0.5236, 

-0.1396, 0.5859, -0.5236, 0.5236, -0.5236 } 1 (7-49) 

The moment produced by these controls, Bug = Moye = (0.0950, 0.0185, -0.1209}7, 

is further away from the desired moment than the controls shown in Equation 7-43. 

Img - Moy! = 0.0151, Img - Moyrfl = 0.0404 (7-50) 

Because the method which uses the least-squares pseudo-inverse produces moments 

which are closer to the unattainable desired moments, all further examples use the least- 

Squares solution. 

Example 7-3: Concavity 

To find the approximate volume of [cascading G1, for the F-18 HARV data, 182 

moment directions were chosen. These directions are the same ones used to approximate 

ITpaisy Chaining. For each direction, the desired moment was increased in increments of 

0.1% of the value of the maximum attainable moment in that direction until the maximum 
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moment for which the method of Cascading Generalized Inverses allocates admissible 

controls that produce the desired moment was found. The quickhull algorithm 2° was 

used to find the convex hull. 

If a set of maximum moments is convex, all of the maximum moments will be on the 

boundary of the convex hull. Figure 7-1 shows an example of a convex set of maximum 

moments and their convex hull . However, if the set of maximum moments is convex, 

some of the maximum moments may be on the boundary of the convex hull, but not be 

extreme points of the convex hull. The point labeled ‘a’ in Figure 7-2 is on the boundary 

of the convex hull but may or may not be used as a vertex of the convex hull, depending 

upon the precision of the numbers used in the computation. If the set of maximum 

moments is concave, some of the points will not used to define the convex hull because 

they are not extreme points. See Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-1: A Convex Set and Its Convex Hull 
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Figure 7-2: Another Convex Set and Its Convex Hull 
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Figure 7-3: A Concave Set and Its Convex Hull 
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Figure 7-4 shows 4 of the 182 maximum moments. These points are connected by 

the convex hull algorithm to form the face shown in Figure 7-5. The fact that Point 2 is 

interior to this face can be shown by computing the intersection of the half-line 

connecting the origin and Point 2 with the face. See Figure 7-6. This intersection is 

computed using vector notation, see Figure 7-7. 

v1 = {-0.1381, 0.6728, 0.1201}7 (7-51) 

v2 = {-0.1061, 0.3343, 0.1209}T (7-52) 

v3 = {-0.0811, 0.3519, 0.1275}T (7-53) 

v4 = {-0.0964, 0.1658, 0.1274}T (7-54) 

V1-3 = V3 - V1 = {-0.0570, -0.3210, 0.0069}T (7-55) 

V1-4 = V4- Vy = (0.0417, -0.5070, 0.0068}T (7-56) 

The face can be described as all points vj which satisfy the following conditions: 

Vi = V1 + Dvj-3+CVj4 (7-57) 

O<sb<10scsl1,b+c<l (7-58) 

Because v2 points at this face, a scalar multiple of v2 will lie on the face: 

av? = Vj = Vj + Dvj-3 + CV14 (7-59) 

If a = 1, then Point 2 lies on the face. If a < 1, then Point 2 is exterior to the face and 

v2 needs to be scaled down for Point 2 to lie on the face. If a> 1, the Point 2 is interior to 

the face and v2 needs to be scaled up for Point 2 to lie on the face. 
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Figure 7-4: 4 Points from the Maximum Moment Set 
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Figure 7-5: Points as Connected by Convex Hull 
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Figure 7-6: Enlarged Side View of Intersection 
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1 O 

Figure 7-7: Vector Representation of the Points 
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The scalars a, b, and c can be solved for as follows: 

av? -bv1.3-CVi4= V1 (7-60) 

a \ a 

[v2 -¥1-3-V1-4]{ b | =v] © [v2-v1-3-Vi4] v1 ={ b (7-61) 

Cc Cc 

fa 

le] 
The constraints on b and ¢ are satisfied, so v2 will intersect this face. Because a > 1, 

\ -0.6551 0.0474 7.5680 -0.1381 | { 1.0349 \ 
| -31.0093  -2.8091 = -19.4521 | 0.6728 \- | 0.0457 | (7-62) 

2().0626 3.7195 7.3245 0.1201 0.6158 

Point 2 is interior to the face. Thus, J7 for the method of Cascading Generalized Inverses 

is not necessarily convex. 

This method allocates controls for a very large portion of @, failing only when the 

desired moment is very close to the boundary of ® The desired moment used in 

Example 7-2 is 97% of the value on the boundary of ®. This method failed to achieve 

the maximum attainable moment for 24 of the 182 moment directions tested. For all 24 

of these directions, a moment within 5% of the value on the boundary was attainable. 

The approximate volume of II¢G is 9.0049e-02 which is about 99.9% of ® Figure 

7-8 shows IIcc;. In previous sections, IT was displayed inside a wire-frame of @. 

Because IIc, is very close to the total volume, it is difficult to distinguish from a wire- 

frame. For comparison purposes, Figure 7-9 shows ® drawn with the same scale as 

TICGI. 
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Figure 7-9: ® for the F-18 HARV 
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Unattainable Moments 

If the desired moment is within ® and lies outside of [cascading GI, the moment 

produced can differ in magnitude and direction from the desired moment (see Equation 7- 

44). The method of Cascading Generalized Inverses does not always allocate controls to 

generate every moment in ®. Sometimes a generalized inverse will saturate a control in a 

direction which prevents the control vector from being in the set of all admissible 

controls which generate a given desired moment. This will be explained further and 

illustrated in the next section. 

For moments which lie outside of ®, the magnitude of the moment produced will be 

smaller than the magnitude of the desired moment. The direction of the desired moment 

will not, in general, be preserved. 
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8. NULL-SPACE INTERSECTION SOLUTIONS 

Method Origin 

The Null-Space Intersection method was derived from the same principles used to 

compute J7 for a generalized inverse. Specifically, the principles involved in finding the 

intersection of a subspace with a higher dimensional polytope are used. When calculating 

IT, the subspace represents directions in which the controls should be deflected to 

generate specified moments. The Null-Space Intersection method involves the use of a 

subspace which represents directions in which the controls can be deflected without 

changing the moment generated. 

If an allocation scheme asks a control to exceed a position limit, then the control 

vector is at a point outside of 2 in control space. If there exists a set of admissible 

controls which generate the desired moment, then they can be found by traveling through 

the null-space from the point outside of 2 to a point in Q or on the boundary of 2. 

The subset of all admissible controls which generate a specified moment can be 

represented as the intersection of (2 with an (nen)-flat. This (mr-n)-flat is the null-space ot 

B translated to correspond with the desired moment. The Null-Space Intersection method 

finds this intersection and selects the point which is closest to the original inadmissible 

control vector. 
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Description of Method 

For an nxm matrix B, with m>n and rank(B) = n, there exists a set of (7-71) 

orthonormal vectors which form a basis for the null-space of Bin R™. The null-space of a 

matrix can be extracted from the singular-value decomposition of the matrix. 2 30 The 

set of orthonormal basis vectors will be denoted X, where X is a matrix whose im-n 

columns are m-vectors. 

N=[NqINol...1 Xan (8-1) 

BXx=0V xe Rin (8-2) 

The columns of the pseudo-inverse of B span the range space of B and is 

perpendicular to the null-space of B. P and X form a basis for R”, and all u € R’” can be 

written as linear combinations of the columns of P and X. All solutions to Bu = m can 

be written as follows: 

Ppseudo = B'[BBT)-! (8-3) 

Up = Poseudom (8-4) 

un,= Xx (8-5) 

Up + Up = u such that Bu=m (8-6) 

If none of the controls in Up exceed their limits, then Up is used and x = 0. If one or 

more of the controls in up is outside its limits, the objective is to find an x such that uy 

will bring these controls back to their limits without driving other controls outside their 
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limits. One way to do this is to find the intersection of the null-space with the subset of 

constrained controls. 

It is possible to find the intersection of the (7-n)-D null-space with m-D subset of 

admissible controls, 2. The method for finding this intersection is similar to the method 

used to find the intersection of an n-D subspace with Q. The difference is that the null- 

space is first translated so that it is centered at Up, the pseudo-inverse solution. This 

translation is done so that the resulting controls will generate the desired moment. Also, 

to find the intersection for IT, (m-n)-D or smaller objects are searched to find the extreme 

points. To describe the intersection of an (m-n)-D subspace and an m-D object, bounding 

objects of size n-D and smaller need to be checked. However, the point of the 

intersection closest to the original control vector may not be an extreme point. Searching 

objects of size n-D or smaller is sufficient to describe the intersection, but insufficient to 

find the point closest to the original vector. All of the bounding objects, (m-1)-D and 

smaller, need to be searched. Example 8-1! is a low order example which illustrates this 

point. 

The intersections may be found by partitioning N into two matrices, N, and No. Ny 

is associated with the controls which are set to their limits. NX is associated with the 

controls which are solved for. Similarly partition u. 

X 
N= i (8-7) 

Ro 

= uy ~- u=(a| a8 
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Then Equation 8-5 can be rewritten as: 

eee led | ae | #9 

The controls in uy are set at saturation and the controls in u2 are determined by: 

x= N11(u1 - py) (8-10) 

[Note: X11 =the pseudo-inverse of N 1. If 1 is tall, the least-squares pseudo-inverse is 

used. If N is wide, the minimum-norm pseudo-inverse is used. If 1 is square and 

invertible X1-! is used.] 

u2= Nox + Up? (8-11) 

If the controls in uo are on or within their limits, then this point is on the surface of 

§2 and lies in the translated null-space of B. Thus, it is a solution of admissible controls 

which generate the desired moment. To test every (m-1)-D or smaller object, every 

combination of controls placed in wu, is set to every combination of minimums and 

maximums. Nj initially contains only 1 of the m controls, which has 2 possible 

positions, minimum or maximum, such that there are 2m possible combinations. In this 

way, all of the (m-1)-D bounding objects are searched. If no solutions are found, 1 is 

enlarged to contain 2 of the m controls. There are m!/2!(m-2)! ways to take m controls 

two at atime. For each of these combinations, there are now 22 possible combinations 
1 

for the limits. In general, for m controls taken / at a time, there are - combinations. 
m! 

i!(m-i)! 

For m controls, i=1,2,...,m-1. For high order problems, the number of combinations, and 

thus computations, can become very large. For example, the F-18 HARV with 10 
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9 

controls requires checking » ao! = 58,024 objects for possible intersections for 
i=1 1: -1): 

each desired moment. 

Once the intersections are found, the intersection which is closest to Up is selected, 

using the Euclidean norm. This solution is selected to insure the continuity of the 

solutions and to prevent the rapid reconfiguration of the controls. Also, the pseudo - 

inverse solutions have the special property of minimizing the 2-norm of the control 

vector. The admissible solutions which are close to this solution will have smaller norms 

than those further away. 

Example 8-1: A Low Order Example 

For this example, a simple case with three controls and one desired moment will be 

used to illustrate some of the properties of the Null-Space Intersection method. Qis a 

three dimensional box, the pseudo-inverse maps the moments to a line in control space, 

and the null-space defines a 2-D plane in control space. 

B=[7.35e-4 7.55e-4 -1.35e-4] (8-12) 

-20 <u, S20 

-20 < u2 < 20 

-30 < u3 $30 (8-13 

651.3215 

Poseudo =| 669.0445 (8-14) 

-119.6305 
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-0.7220 0 
X=] 0.6811 0.1760 (8-15) 

-0.1218 0.9844 

mg = {0.03} € ® (8-16) 

For this desired moment, the pseudo-inverse allocates the following controls: 

u = { 19.5396, 20.0713, -3.5889}7 (8-17) 

The second control has exceeded its positive limit, u2 > 20. Figures 8-1 through 8-3 

show Q and the desired moment represented by the solid circle. 

The shaded triangle shows the intersection of the null-space with Q. To define this 

intersection, the extreme points can be found by checking all the n-D objects bounding £2. 

For this problem, n = 1, so all the edges must be checked. For example, on the edge 

{112} the intersection is computed as follows: 

N= oes lo. 1760 | G18) 

r= 33504 5.6613 | (19) 

uy = (| (8-20) 

U2 = Up2 + N2Ny!(uy-upi) (8-21) 

u2 = 9.9889 + [0.1218 0.9844] 5.3504 5.6813 { 00 : 1200713 ] Bee) 

u2 = -1.4815=u3 (8-23) 
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Figure 8-2: Null-Space Intersecting 2 : Magnified 
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Figure 8-3: Null-Space Intersecting 2: Side View 
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Because u3 is within its limits, this point is a valid intersection. Repeating this 

procedure for all the edges yields the points shown in Table 8-1, which are the corners of 

the triangle in Figure 8-1. 

However, the point on the boundary of 22 which is closest to the pseudo-inverse 

solution is not one of these corners, but a point along an edge of the triangle. This can be 

seen by computing the intersections which lie along the faces of the box. For these 

objects Nj is not square and so the minimum-norm pseudo-inverse is used. 

Consider the face {122}: 

NX, =[-0.7220 0] (8-24) 

pet =[ 13850 ] (8-25) 
0.0000 

uy = {20} (8-26) 

U2 = Up2+ N2N11(uy-up)) (8-27) 

up= [20.0713 |, | 0.6811 0.1760 J 1.3850 Jag. 19.5396) (8-28) 
-3.5889 | |-0.1218 0.9844 | 0.0000 

_ {19.6371 | _ U2) 8-29 
m2 asia | \us { (8-29) 

Because uw and u3 are within their limits, this is a valid intersection. Checking all 

the faces yields the points shown in Table 8-2. From this table, the point which 

corresponds to object number {212} is closest to the pseudo-inverse solution and has the 

smallest magnitude. The Null-Space Intersection method will allocate these controls: 

u = {19.6105, 20, -3.6019}7 (8-30) 
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Table 8-1: Vertices of Intersection 
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Table 8-2: Intersections on Faces 
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Example 8-2: Revisiting the Cascading Generalized Inverse Bu+m 

This example uses the F-18 HARV data and the desired moment from Example 7-2. 

-4.382e-2 4.382e-2 -5.84le-2 5.841e-2 

    

  

1.674e-2 

  

B=| -5.330e-1 -5.330e-1 -6.486e-2 -6.486e-2 0.000e+0 ... 

1.100e-2 -1.100e-2 3.91le-3 -3.91le-3 -7.428e-2 

-6.280e-2 6.280e-2 2.920e-2 1.000e-5 1.000e-2 

6.234e-2 6.234e-2 1.000e-5 3.553e-1 = 1.000e-5 (8-31) 

0.000e+0 0.000e+0 3.000e-4 1.000e-5 1.485e-1 

[ -2.201e+0 -7.500e-1 -3.350e-1 | 
2.202e+0 -7.500e-1 3.353e-1 

-2.960e+0 -9.125e-2 2.210e-1 

2.960e+O -9.128e-2 -2.210e-1 

9.492e-1 1.383e-5 -2.693e+0 

Ppseudo= | 3177040 8.774e-2 8.643e-2 (8-32) 
3.177e+0 8.77le-2 -8.646e-2 

1.477e+0 6.08le-6 -2.940e-2 

3.958e-4 4.999e-1 2.5786e-4 

| 3.015e-1 -2.537e-5 5.325e+0 

| -7.071le-1 0 0 0 0 () 0 | 

4.236e-1 6.159e-2 1.458e-1 3.562e-2 -2.592e-2 5.17le-1 -1.612e-1 

2.488e-1 -1.043e-1 -4.05le-1 4.798e-1 2.066e-1 2.128e-1 5.148e-1 

-1.112e-1 -4.340e-1 2.137e-1 -2.220e-1 -9.979e-2 -2.384e-2 7.169e-1 

x= -1.693e-2 8.035e-1 3.648e-2 -3.61le-2 -1.612e-2 1.060e-3 3.675e-1 

1.294e-1 4.786e-3 8.619e-1 1.483e-1 6.672e-2 2.917e-2 8.955e-2 

-2.616e-1 -6.74le-3 1.408e-1 8.269e-1 -7.313e-2 -9.186e-2 -9.517e-2 

-9.107e-2 -1.893e-3 6.485e-2 -7.475e-2 9.674e-1 -2.82]le-2 -4.453e-2 

-3.769e-1 -5.547e-3 7.926e-3 -7.06le-2 -1.828e-2 8.213e-1 -1.609e-2 

L -1.01Se-1 3.887e-1 2.36le-2 -3.903e-2 -1.61l6e-2 -4.40le-2 2.012e-1 _ 

(8-33) 

0.1083 | 

mq = ee | e ® (8-34) 

-0.1234 
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It was demonstrated in Section 7 that the method of Cascading Generalized inverses 

fails to allocate controls for this moment because one or more of the controls was fixed at 

saturation when the only admissible solutions which generate this moment have that 

control varying or Saturated in the opposite sense. In the first step of the Cascading 

Generalized Inverse method, the left horizontal tail, u2, is set to its maximum value. 

However, all the valid intersections for this moment have u? either fixed at its minimum 

or negative. Table 8-3 shows the valid intersections found when checking the 5-D 

bounding objects. Note that u is negative at each intersection. Checking objects of 

other sizes produces 68 other points, all of which have up either negative or fixed at its 

minimum. 

The controls allocated by the Null-Space Intersection method for this moment are: 

u = {0.1617, -0.0874, -0.5236, 0.5236, 0.5236, 

-0.1396, 0.6044, (0.2681, -0.0252, -0.5236}7T (8-35) 

For these controls, the moment produced is equal to the desired moment. 

{ 0.1083 
Bu = \ eons = mg (8-36) 

-0.1234 
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Table 8-3: Some Valid Intersections 
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Initial Solutions 

This method is general and can also be used with initial solutions other than up. The 

value of this method lies in the fact that it can augment other methods to enable them to 

produce all of the attainable desired moments. The initial control vector can be generated 

using any means, as long as it satisfies Bu = m. 

The initial solutions can be used to impose special conditions on the solutions, such 

as minimizing the 2-norm of the control vector. In this way, the conditions are met 

whenever possible. When the conditions cannot be met because the controls are 

inadmissible, the conditions are violated so that admissible controls are used to produce 

the desired moment. For example, this method can be used to satisfy the conditions 

imposed on a daisy-chained solution which requires that a certain subset of the controls, 

u2, be used only when the rest of the controls, wy, fail to generate the desired moment. If 

the initial solution uses only the controls in uy, then uy, can be used to bring in other 

controls as necessary. 

Unattainable Moments 

The only moments for which this method will not allocate admissible solutions are 

those moments which are outside of ® However, when a moment outside of ® is 

commanded, this method has a serious problem. It will find no intersections and thus 

have no solution. For an algorithm to produce no solution is unacceptable if the 

algorithm is to be implemented on a real-time control system. 

An additional detriment to the practical implementation of this algorithm is its 

computational inefficiency. The number of computations necessary to find a solution 
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increases dramatically for higher order problems because the number of objects to be 

searched increases factorially as a function of the controls. Figure 8-4 shows the number 

of objects to be searched as a function of the number of controls for a three moment 

problem. As a result, the method of Null-Space Intersections is difficult to implement in 

real-time for higher order problems. 

This method also has problems with numerical considerations. When searching for 

intersections, the method checks to see if controls violate their limits. If a control is close 

to its limit the computer may not have sufficient precision to accurately determine if the 

control is at or below its limit. This lack of precision can result in some valid 

intersections not being found. This inability to find intersections may in turn cause the 

algorithm to find no solution for some moments which are attainable . 

The method of Null-Space Intersections can be used to generate admissible controls 

for all the attainable moments while satisfying various conditions. However, its 

implementation difficulties limit it to being primarily a research tool, with little potential 

for real world application. 
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Figure 8-4: Number of Objects to be Searched 
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9. DIRECT ALLOCATION 

Geometric Issues 

The method of Direct Allocation uses the geometry of the AMS to determine 

controls which generate the moments inside ®. There are two important geometrical 

features which ® must possess for Direct Allocation to be used. They are: 

1) A half-line from the origin of moment space will intersect the boundary of ®at a 

single point. 

2) Points on the boundary of ® correspond to unique points on the boundary of 22. 

In order for an AMS to posses the first feature, it sufficient that the following two 

conditions are met: the origin of moment space is contained within ®, and ®is convex. 

These conditions insure that the half-line from the origin does not enter and then exit &, 

intersecting d( ®) more than once. 

Most controls are defined such that they have positive and negative position limits. 

If all the controls to be examined in a specific problem have positive and negative 

position limits, the origin of control space is contained within Q. In order for the origin 

of moment space to be contained within 9, it is sufficient that the origin of control space 

is contained within Q. Under the linear mapping B, if the origin of R™” is contained 

within 2, the origin of R” will be contained within @. 

It is possible for some control to have a range of motion that has been defined so that 

the position limits do not change sign, e.g. -5° to -20°. A control such as this would move 

the origin of control space outside of Q. However, it is possible to change the control 
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limits so that the origin is contained in Q. This can be done by adding a Au to the control 

vector limits and changing the corresponding desired moment. 

Uj Min S Uj S Uj Max (9-1) 

Uj Min + Auj S uj + Auj S Uj Max + Auj (9-2) 

Define a new set of controls u’, and a new desired moment, mq’: 

u’=ut+Au@u=u- Au (9-3) 

mg = Bu = B(w’ - Au) = Bu’ - Am (9-4) 

mg = mg+ Am = Bu’ (9-5) 

By following the above procedure, it is possible to guarantee that the origin of 

moment space is contained within ®. 

To insure the convexity of @, it is necessary and sufficient that £2 be convex. If the 

poSition limits can be represented as planes or hyper-planes in R”, Q will be convex. The 

sides of the box in Figure 4-1 are made up of sections of such planes. The hyper-planes 

define an m-dimensional polyhedron which is homogenous, orthogonal, and convex. 

Under a linear transformation, such as a matrix multiplication, a convex set will remain 

convex. A proof of this is included in Appendix A. 

In order for an AMS to possess the feature that every point on 0(®) corresponds to a 

unique point on d(2), every nxn submatrix of B must be of full rank. If the submatrices 

are full rank, then every point on the boundary of @ will be the image of a unique 

solution in 0({2). A proof of this is included in Appendix A. Therefore, B is required to 
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have nxn submatrices which are non-singular. Time varying B matrices may or may not 

meet this condition. Techniques have been developed to handle cases when the 

conditions are not met and are described later in Section 12. 

Description of Method 

Direct Allocation uses geometric principles. If the previously stated geometric 

conditions are met, then a half-line from the origin of R” through a moment will intersect 

the boundary of ® at a single point. The point on the boundary of ® will correspond to a 

unique point in control space. The controls at this point generate the moment on the 

boundary. Because the problem is linear, a solution on the boundary can be scaled down 

to satisfy a moment command which is in the interior of @. 

amy = aBu = Biau) (9-6) 

The intersection of the desired moment direction with the boundary of ® in R” 

corresponds to the intersection of a subspace with the boundary of Qin R™. The 

specified direction in moment space corresponds to a specified subspace in control space. 

This subspace will be of dimension (m-n+1) because there are (mrn) directions for the 

null-space and one direction for the desired moment. The (m-n+1)-D subspace will 

intersect an m-D Q at a point on an object of dimension n-1 or smaller. Thus, all the (7- 

1)-D objects on the boundary of £2 must be searched to find all the intersections. The 

intersection which generates the largest moment lies on the boundary of @. 

However, as shown in Section 4, not all of the objects on the boundary of Q are on 

the boundary of ®. Since the (n-1)-D object sought is on the boundary of ®&, only those 

(n-1)-D objects which are on both the boundary of both 2 and ® need to be searched. 
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Determining the Boundary of @ 

The boundary of ® can be determined using several techniques. The first would 

involve mapping all the vertices of to R” and then fitting a convex hull around them. 

Finding the convex hull would determine the vertices, edges, and faces, etc. which 

formed the boundary of ®. The second way of determining 0( ®) involves using 

knowledge of the geometry of 2 to search for the bounding objects in a more efficient 

fashion. Before describing this more efficient search, several ideas need to be discussed. 

The techniques of Direct Allocation can be applied to any problem where n< m. To 

make the notation less cumbersome, consider the case of n = 3. Thus, n-1-D objects are 

2-D faces which correspond to 2 controls free and m-2 controls fixed. The object 

numbers of the faces searched will have two 2’s. All the possible combinations of m 

controls taken two at a time with the remaining controls set to all possible combinations 

of minimum and maximum values represent all the faces of Q. 

Faces which have the same two controls varying will be parallel in R”. This is due 

to the fact that they are parallel in control space. Figure 9-1 shows a 4-D £2 projected into 

a 3-D moment space with one set of parallel faces shaded. All the edges of 22 in Figure 

9-1 which correspond to a given control varying are parallel. Objects which are parallel 

in R™ remain parallel in R". Proof of this fact is given in Appendix A. 

Using this information, several faces may be simultaneously checked to see which 

are on the boundary of ®. If one of the axes in moment space is aligned to be 

perpendicular to the faces under consideration, all of those faces can be checked 

simultaneously. Only two of the faces can be on the boundary of ®. The faces cannot be 

coplanar because that would violate the second geometric condition. 
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A 
  

  

    

  

      
Figure 9-1: Parallel Faces in £2 Mapped to R® 
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The term facet will be used to designate a face of Q which is also a face on the boundary 

of @&. 

To align an axis of R” perpendicular to a set of faces, consider an nxn transtormation 

matrix 7. The rotated matrix will be TB. Since only one axes is to be specified, my for 

example, consider only one row of 7. Let this row be called t: 

= [ty to... tl 

Each column of B corresponds to a specific control: 

B=[B,B)... By] 

To find the rotation which will align my perpendicular to a given set of parallel 

(9-7) 

(9-8) 

faces, the two controls which define these faces, uj and u;, are examined. For my to be 

perpendicular to these faces, tB, and tB; must be zero. Using this information, the row 

vector tis computed. For example, if n = 3: 

| Biy 
tB, = [ti 213], By |; =0 

| B33 

Bj 
tB; = [tj ty t3] Bj =0 

| Bj3 

B; _ 

Be =0 
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From Equation 9-12, t3 can be chosen arbitrarily to satisfy Equations 9-9 and 9-10. 

Typically, it is set equal to 1. If the matrix in Equation 9-12 is not invertible, t can be 

found by inverting one of the other 2x2 matrices: 

    

n= Bi Ba Py, Bia | (9-13) (. Ba By | 7) Bp | 

b | =. Ba Bi [a Bi | (9-14) 
fs Bis By | || Bu | 

  

If all the 3x3 submatrices of B have rank 3, then at least one of the 2x2 submatrices 

will be invertible. 

Once t is known, the vector tB can be examined to determine which pair of the 

parallel faces are on the boundary of ®. The faces on the boundary of ® will have 

controls which map to the greatest positive and negative distances in the specified 

direction. Thus, one facet will have controls which maximize tBu and the other facet will 

have controls which minimize tBu. 

The vector tB will have two zero entries, corresponding to the 1-th and j-th elements. 

The other entries will be either positive or negative. The maximum of tBu will have 

controls which correspond to positive elements of tB set to maximum values and controls 

which correspond to negative elements of tB set to minimum values. The minimum ot 

tBu will have controls which correspond to the positive elements set to minimum values 

and the negative elements set to positive values. For example, if tB = [(0 0 - +], the object 

numbers of the two facets are {2201} and {2210}. The vertices of these facets are 

computed by setting the varying controls to all combinations of minimum and maximum 

values. For the facet {2201}, the vertices are {0001}, {0101}, {1001}, and {1101}. 

Example 9-1 presents a more detailed example of a facet calculation. 
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This method finds all the facets of ® by checking all combinations of m objects 

taken (n-1) at a time. This procedure greatly increases the efficiency of the Direct 

Allocation algorithm by computing the boundary of ®. Fora problem with 10 controls 

and 3 moments, there are 11,520 faces on 2, but only 90 facets. Only 45 directions need 

to be searched to determine the boundary of ®, because each search produces 2 facets. 

Once the boundary is determined, the facets are searched to determine the correct one. 

A facet can be mathematically described using three vectors: m‘j, m*\.j; and m*j-x. 

m*; points from the origin to one of the vertices of the facet. m*j.; and m*j., point from 

the i-th vertex to the two vertices of the facet to which the i-th vertex is connected. See 

Figure 9-2. A vector, m”, lies on the facet if the following conditions are satisfied: 

m* = m*; +bm*,; + cm"). (9-15) 

O<bs1,0<c<l (9-16) 

A half-line in the direction of the desired moment intersects a given facet if the 

moment vector can be scaled to lie on the facet. Checking a facet involves computing the 

desired moment direction, and finding the intersection of this direction with the plane 

defined by equation 9-15. 

mq = mq/img| (9-17) 

amg = m*; + bm*;.; +cm*;4 (9-18) 

aing - bm’; -cm*;, =m’; (9-19) 

~~ * * { a \ * 
[mg -m jj -m el) b ( mj (9-20) 

C 
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Figure 9-2: Example Facet 
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= [mg-m*;; -m*j4)-'m*j (9-21) 

n
e
t
i
 

QO 
of 

  

If a > O and the constraints of Equation 9-16 are satisfied, then a halt-line in the 

direction of the desired moment intersects the facet being checked. 

Once the correct facet is found, the controls can be determined. Each of the vertices 

of the facet have unique vectors of controls associated with them. The controls which 

generate the moment on the facet can be found by substituting the control vectors which 

generate the vertices, e.g. Bu"; = m*j, into Equation 9-18. 

amg = Bu*g= m*j + bm*;; + cm"), = Buy + bBu*); + cBu "ix (9-22) 

u*g=u'j+ bu’ +cu*}-% (9-23) 

The controls u*g correspond to the maximum attainable moment in the specified 

direction. If the moment is attainable (a 2 |mgl), then the controls which generate the 

desired moment are: 

ug = u’qimgl/a (9-24) 

If the desired moment lies outside of the attainable moment subset ( a < Imql), then 

the controls which generate the maximum attainable moment in the desired direction are 

used, u*g. Using these controls preserves the direction of the desired moment when the 

moment is unattainable. 
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Example 9-1: Determining 0( ®) 

Using the F-18 HARV data, the faces corresponding to the first 2 controls varying 

will be checked to see which are on the boundary. The columns of B corresponding to 

these controls are: 

(9-25) 
| -4.382e-2 

-5.330e-1 

1.100e-2 "| 
,o! 4.382e-2 \ 

-5.330e-1 (9-26) 

| -1.100e-2 2 | 

Solving for the transformation vector, t, yields: 

|i | =f -4,382e-2 -5.330e-1 Jel 1.100e-2 (9-27) 
tz 4.382e-2 -5.330e-1 | -1.100e-2 

For convenience, set t3 = 1, yielding 

t=[-0.2510 0 1] (9-28) 

= [0, 0, 0.0186,-0.0186,-0.0785, 0.0158,-0.0158,-0.0070, 7.5e-06, 0.1460] (9-29) 

By examining Equation 9-29, it can be seen that the object numbers of the facets of 

@® corresponding to uy and up varying are {2210010011} and {2201101100}. The 

vertices of the facet {2210010011} are: {0010010011}, {0110010011}, {1010010011}, 

{1110010011}. 

Example 9-2: Checking a Facet 

For the desired moment given in Equation 9-30, the facet {2210010011} identified in 

Example 9-1 will be checked. 
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{ -0.1105 

md = 0.2815 

0.0965 

leo (9-30) 

Any vertex of a facet may be used as m’*;. If {0010010011} is selected as m*;, the 

vertices to which it connects, {0110010011} and {1010010011}, become mj and m*x. 

            

-0.4189 -0.4189 0.1833 
| -0.4189 0.1833 -0.4189 

0.5236 0.5236 0.5236 
-0.5236 -0.5236 -0.5236 

n= ( 705236 |_| 0.5236 |_| -0.5236 
1 \ 0.7854 [I~ \ 0.7854 PK \ 0.7854 

-0.1396 -0.1396 -0.1396 
-0.5236 -0.5236 -0,.5236 
0.5236 0.5236 0.5236 
0.5236 0.5236 0.5236 

. { -0.1381 
mj = Buj= 0.6728 \ 

0.1206 

. [oasis 
mj = Buj={ 0.3519 | 

().1272 

. -0.1645 | 
m x= =| 0.3519 

0.1140 

. ~ ge {0.0264 | 
mgs mp MTS | 08210 | 

0.0066 

. oo, { oxz0| 
Mjk=M_-Mj= 0.3210 

-0.0066 

Imgl = 0.3174 

{ -0.3480 | 
Ma={ 0.8869 

| 0.3039 | 
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a 

[mg -m*;, mea b | =m’; (9-39) 

Cc 

a -0.3480 -0.0264 0.0264 |! 0.1381 | | 0.3968 | 
b / =} 0.8869 0.3210 0.3210 0.6728 [- | oe (9-40) 
c 0.3039 -0.0066 0.0066 0.1206 0.5000 

Because a>0,0<b< 1, and0O<c <1, the facet checked is the correct facet. 

Because a 2 Img| , the desired moment is attainable. The controls which produce the 

moment on the boundary are: 

ug = uj t+buyy +cu jx = {-0.1178,-0.1178, 0.5236,-0.5236,-0.5236, 

0.7854,-0.1396,-0.5236, 0.5236, 0.5236}T (9-41) 

The controls which produce the desired moment are: 

ug = u'gimgl/a = {-0.0942,-0.0942, 0.4189,-0.4189,-0.4189, 

0.6283,-0.1117,-0.4189, 0.4189, 0.4189}T (9-42) 

Unattainable Moments 

If a desired moment is unattainable using this method, then it is unattainable using 

any method because Direct Allocation can allocate admissible controls to produce all of 

the attainable moments. When unattainable moments are commanded, the moment 

produced by this method will have the same direction as the desired moment. 
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Computational Considerations 

The most computationally expensive part of Direct Allocation is the computing and 

searching the facets. By searching only the facets of ®, instead of searching all the faces 

of Q, the computational time is greatly reduced. Current implementations of Direct 

Allocation have a significant computational savings over the Null-Space Intersection 

method. 

Initially, Direct Allocation algorithms were constructed to find all the facets of ® and 

then search through them until the correct facet was found. It is possible to check the 

facets as they are found and stop searching when the correct facet is computed. Stopping 

the search once the correct facet is found can decrease the average number of 

computations needed to find the controls. However, in a worst case scenario, all of the 

facets will need to be computed and checked. If implementing Direct Allocation in a 

real-time digital computer that performs control law calculations in a discrete time frame, 

it is necessary for the computer to be able search all of the facets within the limits of the 

time frame being used. Currently, research is being conducted to discover faster 

techniques for finding the correct facet, such as the use of parallel processing. 

Combining with Tailored Generalized Inverses 

Direct Allocation can be used to specify a generalized inverse. In Section 5, the 

method of Tailoring a generalized inverse was mentioned. By using a method like Direct 

Allocation to determine a control solution for the maximum attainable moment in a 

specified direction, a generalized inverse can be made to allocate admissible controls tor 

all attainable moments which lie in that direction. For a general case of an n-D moment 

space, n directions may be picked. 
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Recall that P can be partitioned into two matrices 

P P= 
F 

Pi © RMXN, Py @ R(m-n)xn (9-43) 

Specifying P is sufficient to determine P. 

P; = By! - By! BoP» (9-44) 

P2 can be specified if control solutions are known for n linearly independent moment 

directions. Consider 3 linearly independent moment directions (m*;, m*, m*3) and their 

corresponding controls (u*;, u*2, u*3). If a generalized inverse is tailored to fit these 

points, then it will be true that: 

u’; 
Pm" =ui= WN fori x 1,2,3 (9-45) 

2 we 

Equation 9-43 is used to specifyP?: 

Pom*; =u"; for i = 1,2,3 (9-46) 

m*,TP2T = u*,27 for i = 1,2,3 (9-47) 

m*)) u*,2! 

m*3! u*39! 

-1 m*)! u*,2! 

PoT = m*)! u* 2 yt (9-49) 

m*3! u*39! 
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The matrix in Equation 9-47 will be invertible as long as the moment directions are 

linearly independent. 

This method of tailoring does not require the use of maximum attainable moments, 

m*. Any linearly independent set of moments and corresponding controls may be used. 

However, using the maximum moments insures that the maximum attainable moment in 

the desired directions will be attainable using the tailored generalized inverse. 

The major drawback to tailoring a generalized inverse is that the volume of 

attainable moments can be very small. Additionally, tailoring a generalized inverse to a 

certain moment direction does not guarantee the maximum attainable moment in the 

opposite direction. This is demonstrated in Example 9-3. 

Example 9-3: Tailoring a Generalized Inverse 

Using the F-18 HARV data, a generalized inverse is tailored to attain the maximum 

moment generating capabilities in the three positive moment directions: 

0.172133 | | 
m*} = 0 »m"7 = | 0.798429 f m*3 = 0 | (9-50) 

0 0 0.127521 

u*; 1 = {-0.4189, 0.1833,-0.5236}T (9-51) 

u*) > = { 0.5236, 0.5236,-0.1396, 0.7854, 0.5236,-0.466765, ().243852}T (9-52) 

u*o1 = {-0.4189,-0.4189,-0.5236}T (9-53) 

u”y2 = {-0.5236,-0.5236, 0.7854, 0.7854, 0.389970, 0.5236,-0.262729 }T (9-54) 

u*3 1 = {-0.4189, 0.1833, 0.5236}T (9-55) 
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u*3.2 = {-0.5236,-0.5236,-0.1396, 0.226995, 0.5236,-0.368797, 0.5236 }T (9-56) 

* T 

0.172133 0 0 -} U 1,2 
P2=| 0 —s0,798429 OO u*)2! (9-57) 

0 0 0.127521 . oT 
u'32 

Substituting P2 into Equation 9-42, produces a final P: 

PTailored = 

-2.433e+0 

1.064e+0 

-3.041e+0 

3.041e+0 

3.041e+0 

-8.109e-1 
4.562e+0 

3.041e+0 

-2.711e+0 

-5.246e-1 

-5.246e-1 

-6.557e-1 

-6.557e-1 

-6.557e-1 

9.836e-1 
9 .836e-1 

4.884e-1 

6.557e-1 

-3.284e+0 | 

1.437e+0 

4.105e+0 

-4.105e+0 

-4.105e+0 

-1.094e+0 

1.780e+0 

4.105e+0 

-2.892e+0 

(9-58) 

    | 1.416e+0 -3.290e-1 4.105e+0 

The IT for this generalized inverse fills only 13.18% of ®. Figure 9-3 shows 

ITaijored G1 inside a wire-frame of ®. From Figure 9-3, it can be seen that the maximum 

moment in the {0,-1,0} direction is unattainable using IT 7yjlored Gy, even though the 

maximum moment in the {0,1,0} is attainable. 
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Cn 

  

  

  

Cm 

  

  

  

Figure 9-3: ITrgijored Gi from Example 9-3 
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Example 9-4: Tailoring to a Set of Desired Moments 

A practical application of tailoring generalized inverses can be found in its use as a 

research tool. If attainable desired moments are known in advance for a particular flight 

maneuver, and they are grouped close together, it may be possible to tailor a generalized 

inverse which will allocate admissible controls for the entire maneuver. In this way a 

single generalized inverse may be used to allocate admissible controls when examining a 

specific problem. 

For example, consider a velocity vector roll. This maneuver is a first-order response 

to a commanded roll acceleration about the instantaneous velocity vector with constant 

angle of attack and no side slip. The program Rollerator 3! was used to compute the 

desired moments for the F-18 HARV performing a velocity vector roll with a steady state 

roll rate of 215°/s and a time constant of 1 second. Figure 9-4 shows these moments 

plotted as circles inside a wire frame of the ©. These moments are all grouped rather 

closely together, and it is possible to tailor a single generalized inverse which will 

allocate admissible controls for the entire maneuver. If the desired moment directions 

are: 

my = {0.054705, -0.433686, 0.064673}T (9-59) 

m2 = {0.067862, -0.433686, 0.064673}T (9-60) 

m3 = {0.067863, -0.00727, 0.09070}7 (9-61) 

the tailored generalized inverse is: 
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PTailored GI = 

  

| 3.606e-1 

3.606e-1 

1.030e+0 

1.030e+0 

2.063e+0 

-2.746e-1 

1.445e+1 

1.030e+0 

-1.030e+0 

| 1.030e+0 

-9.318e-1 

-1.969e-1 

-5.626e-1 

-6.400e-1 
-1.014e+0 

1.500e-1 

3.306e-1 

-5.626e-1 
8.171le-1 

-5.626e-1 

-3.73 1le+0 

1.196e+0 

3.417e+0 

2.899e+0 

-5.858e+0 

-9.112e-1 

-4.438e+0) 

3.417e+0 

-1.71le+0   3.417e+0 

(9-62) 

This [7 fills only 7.69% of &. However, because all the desired moments lie inside of JT, 

this generalized inverse will allocate admissible controls for the entire maneuver. Figure 

9-5 shows this IT inside a wire-frame of @. 
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Figure 9-4: Desired Moments for a Velocity Vector Roll 
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10. LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF SOLUTIONS 

Description of Method 

Due to the fact that m = Bu is a linear equation, two or more different solutions to 

this equation can be linearly combined to yield new solutions. For example, the control 

vectors uy and u2 can be added together. 

Buy =m (10-1) 

Buz =m (10-2) 

Bc ju, + cou2) =c,Buy +c2Bu2z = (cj +c2)m=m forcy +c2=1 (10-3) 

Or, more generally, 

BrYciuy = m for Xe; = 1 (10-4) 

In this way, various aspects of different solutions can be combined. The combined 

controls are guaranteed to be admissible if the following conditions are met. 

Each of the control solutions to be combined is admissible: 

uje 2 Vi (10-5) 

The sum of the weighting terms is equal to one, 

Xe, = 1 (10-6) 

Each of the weighting terms is between zero and one, 
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O<cj<l (10-7) 

If these conditions are met, then the combined controls will be admissible, 

u=Louje Q (10-8) 

When the controls are combined in this manner, each control, uj, will range between 

the smallest value in any of the uj (when the corresponding cj =1 and the rest of the cj =() 

and the largest value in any of the uj. For example, if two solutions are combined and the 

smallest value of uj is uj 2 = -5 and the largest value of uj; is uj 1 = 5, the relationship 

between uj, Cj and c2 can be seen in Figure 10-1. 

If one or more of the solutions contains admissible controls, scalar weighting terms 

can be found to produce an admissible final solution. If the weighting on the admissible 

solution is one and the other weightings are zero, then the solution is admissible. 

Consider combining the two solutions in Equation 10-3 when only uz is admissible: 

Bu, =m (10-9) 

Bu2 =m (10-10) 

uyé Que Q (10-11) 

To find the scalars cy and c2 which scale cjuy + c2u2 So that it is on the boundary of 

2, examine each control. If uj; is within its limits for each uj, then as long asO<c) <1 

and ¢c] +c2 = 1, uj will be within its limits. 
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If u; exceeds a limit, it is possible to compute scale factors, aj and bj, which will 

make the sum of the control solutions equal to the limit: 

ajuj 1 + biui2=U"j (10-12) 

Where u*; is the limit which uj; violates and, 

bj = 1 - aj (10-13) 

Substituting into Equation 10-12, 

ajuj 1 + (1-ajui2 =u} (10-14) 

Then solving for aj, 

aj(uj 1 -Uj2) = u"j - uji2 (10-15) 

u*i-U;2 oi ui -16 i= oars (10-16) 

Because uj 1 1S inadmissible and uj; 2 is admissible: 

lu; 1! > lu*{! = lu; ol, and 0 <a; <1 (10-17) 

After computing aj; for each of saturated controls , selecting the aj which is smallest, 

Cc, = Min{a;}, and cz = 1 - cy will insure that all of the final controls are at or within their 

limits. Note that if uz is on the boundary of £2,c; =0 and c2=1. 

Example 10-1: Combining Direct Allocation and Daisy Chaining 

This example combines the methods of Direct Allocation and Daisy Chaining to 

provide a method which meets the Daisy Chaining constraint that a subset of the controls 
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are used only when the primary controls fail to generate the desired moment, and also 

allocates admissible controls for all the attainable moments. Using the F-18 HARV data, 

consider the ailerons, horizontal tails and rudders as the primary controls, as done in 

Example 6-2. 

-4.382e-2 4.382e-2 -5.84le-2 5.84le-2 1.674e-2 | 
By =| -5.330e-1 -5.330e-1 -6.486e-2 -6.486e-2 0.000e+0 (10-18) 

1.100e-2 -1.100e-2 3.91le-3 -3.91le-3 -7.428e-2 

The pseudo-inverse of B; will be used to allocate the control vector uy. 

-4.167e+0 -9.243e-1 -2.429e+0 
4.167e+0 -9.243e-1 2.429e+0 

Py) = By [By By"! =| -5.337e+0 -1.124e-1 -3.254e-3 (10-19) 
5.337e+0 -1.124e-1 3.254e-3 
6.722e-1 0.000e+0 -1.274e+1 

This control solution will not use the secondary controls. To preserve this quality, 

P 1s augmented with a matrix of zeros to form P. 

r -4.167e+0 
4.167e+0 

-5.337e+0 

5.337e+0 
6.722e-1 

().000e+0 

0).000e+0 

().000e+0 

().000e+0 

-9,243e-1 

-9.243e-1 

-1.124e-1 

-1.124e-1 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

-2.429e+0 | 

2.429e+0 

-3,254e-3 

3.254e-3 
-1.274e+1 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

0.000e+0 

(10-20) 

    LE 0.00e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 8 

uy = Pm (10-21) 

The second control vector, u2, is computed using Direct Allocation. 

ue QYme © | (10-22) 
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When the desired moment is attainable using uy, c) = 1 andc2=0. Using these 

weightings insures that only the primary controls are used to generate these moments. 

For example, consider the desired moment: 

-0.0262 
mg = | 0.1278 | e@® (10-23) 

0.0229 

The controls in uy are allocated as follows: 

Pmg = uy = {-0.0645,-0.1718, 0.1256,-0.1543,-0.3096, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}F (10-24) 

Since all of the controls in uy are admissible, only uy will be used. 

uye Q (10-25) 

cy=l,g=O>u=u1 (10-26) 

The controls in uy will not be admissible for all the attainable moments, as shown 

in Section 6. If the desired moment is unattainable using uy, cy and c2 are found using 

Equations 10-12 through 10-16. When the desired moment is 

-0.0815 

md={ 0.3970 ;}€ ® (10-27) 
0.0711 

the controls in wy are, 

uy = {-0.2003, -0.5336, 0.3899,-0.4792, -0.9614, 0, 0, 0, 0, OFF (10-28) 
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The left horizontal tail, u2, and the rudders, us, are saturated. The controls allocated 

using Direct Allocation are: 

u2 = {-0.2471,-0.2472, 0.3089,-0.3089,-0.3089, 

().4634,-0.0824,-0.3089, 0.3089, 0.3089}T (10-29) 

The controls of interest are u2 and us, because they are commanded to exceed their 

limits in uy. Table 10-1 shows the scale factors for this moment computed using 

Equation 10-16. 

The smallest aj is 0.3290. This value should be used as cj, because if ().5996 is used, 

us will remain saturated. 

us = 0.5996(-0.9614) + 0.4004(-0.3089) = -0.7001 < -0.5326 (10-30) 

Using cz = 0.3290, the final controls are: 

u = 0.3290u1 + 0.6710u2 = {-0.2318,-0.3414, 0.3356,-0.3649,-0.5236, 

0.3109,-0.0553,-0.2073, 0.2073, 0.2073} (10-31) 

Note that all the controls in Equation 10-31 are admissible. 

Figure 10-2 shows a set of desired moments which increase in magnitude until the 

maximum moment in that direction is achieved. Figure 10-3 shows the controls allocated 

using this method for these desired moments. Note that the controls in the second group, 

Figure 10-3b, are not used until the rudders in uy saturate. 
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Table 10-1: Scaling factors 

  

  

  

          

i Uil ui2 ui aj 
2 -0.5336 -().2472 -0.4189 0.5996 

5 -0.9614 -0).3089 -0.5236 ().3290 
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11. PERFORMANCE 

Relating /7 to Performance 

To illustrate the importance of control allocation, the moment generating capability 

of a control allocation scheme will be related to the aircraft’s ability to perform a 

maneuver. The F-18 HARV data is used as an example aircraft. The example maneuver 

is a roll through 30° taken from military specifications, MIL-STD-1797A 34 used in 

conjunction with MIL-F-8785C 35. Using the military specifications 3439 , the F-18 

HARV data corresponds to a Class IV, Category A vehicle flying at low speed. For this 

aircraft and flight condition, a roll through 30° should be performed in 1.1s with a 

maximum roll mode time constant of 1.0s to meet the Level 1 specification. 

The moments for the desired maneuver are generated using the program 

Rollerator 3!. To specify the velocity vector roll, the program Rollerator requires the user 

to input the time constant and the maximum steady state roll rate, Ps,. Using a time 

constant of 1.0s, the maximum Steady state roll rate was increased until a particular 

control allocation scheme saturated controls. In this way, the fastest velocity vector roll 

for which a given control allocation scheme will not saturate any controls was found. 

Table 11-1 shows the results for Direct Allocation, the pseudo-inverse, the Best 

Generalized Inverse from Example 5-3, and the Daisy Chaining scheme detailed in 

Example 6-2. By effectively allocating the controls, an aircraft can achieve greater 

performance from its existing controls. Direct Allocation, which allocates admissible 

controls for the entire AMS, enables the aircraft to perform the maneuver in the fastest 

time, 0.56s. Using the other methods, the aircraft cannot perform the maneuver as 

quickly, taking as long as 0.86s using the pseudo-inverse. 
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Table 11-1: Results Summary 

  

  

  

    

Allocation Method Volume of IT Maximum P Time Through 30° 

(Percentage of ®) 

Direct Allocation 100% 215s-! (.56s 
Pseudo-Inverse 13.7% 105s-! ().86s 

Best GI 42.1% 1568-1 0.685 
Daisy Chaining =A? 3% 1345-1 ().76s       
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The maximum Steady state roll rate which can be achieved using Direct Allocation is 

significantly higher than the maximum steady state roll rate the other methods can 

achieve, and is more than double the maximum steady state roll rate that the pseudo- 

inverse can achieve. Even though the Best Generalized Inverse solution and the Daisy 

Chaining solution allocate admissible controls for a similar percentage of the AMS 

(42.7% compared to 42.3%), the Best Generalized Inverse is able to pertorm the 

maneuver significantly faster (0.68s compared to 0.76s) because a greater portion of 

TTpest G] 1S coincident with the region of moment space in which the desired moments lie. 

Weight Reduction 

All of the allocation methods compared in Table 11-1 satisfy the Level 1 

requirement. In fact, the controls on this aircraft are capable of providing performance 

which far exceeds the requirement. Using Direct Allocation, it is possible to accomplish 

the maneuver in nearly half the required time. 

The fact that the aircraft has greater capabilities than are required raises the issue of 

control sizing. When designing an aircraft, the desire to improve performance tends to 

increase the size and number of the controls. The desire to decrease weight and reduce 

complexity calls for a reduction in the size and number of controls. A control allocation 

scheme which maximizes I] will allow aircraft designers to meet performance 

requirements using fewer or smaller controls. Using fewer or smaller controls can 

represent a Savings in weight and a reduction in drag. 
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' 12. DISCRETE TIME DIRECT ALLOCATION 

The Effects of Time 

In addition to the constraints imposed by the physical limits on the positions of the 

controls, there are other factors which significantly effect the performance of a control 

allocation scheme. Among these factors are: rate limiting, time varying B matrices, 

optimization issues, and reconfiguration in the event of control failure. Time is a key 

element in all of these factors. The problem statement in Section 4 makes no mention of 

time and examines the equation m= Bu only at an instant. In this section, the effects of 

time are examined, particularly the speed at which the controls are commanded to move, 

u, and the effect of changing control effectiveness as a function of time, B(t). 

The systems which drive the control actuators, typically hydraulic systems, do not 

have an infinite amount of power available. As a result, there is a limit to the speed at 

which the controls can move, called the rate limit. If the moment produced by the 

controls is to be equal to the desired moment, the controls must be allocated in a manner 

that will not command the controls to move faster than their capabilities permit. 

In real world applications, the B matrix is a function of time because changes in 

control positions and flight conditions can change control effectiveness. These changes 

can cause the moment produced to differ from the moment desired. The magnitude of 

these errors can be quite significant, especially for parts of the flight envelope with a high 

angle-of-attack and low Mach number. 
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Description of Method 

The method of Discrete Time Direct Allocation arose from implementing control 

allocation methods on a digital computer. In a digital computer, the desired moments are 

commanded in a sequence and separated in time by some discrete amount, At. In 

previous sections, the control allocation problem examined was treated as globally linear. 

Figure 12-1 shows an example of global linearization. The value of the slope of the 

dashed line in Figure 12-1 corresponds to the (j,i) element of B, 15. Discrete Time Direct 

Allocation treats the problem as being locally linear, with commanded moments 

separated in time by the amount At. In Figure 12-2, the dashed line shows the derivative 

of mj with respect to uj evaluated at uj = 15. This local slope is approximately 10. 

In addition to the position constraints on the controls (u € Q) the rate limits of the 

controls will be considered: 

Ui Min S Uj S Uj Max (12-1) 

In Section 4, the moments were expressed as a function of the controls and the states: 

m = f(x) (12-2) 

This equation can be approximated by a first order Taylor series: 

Au + 2 of of 
ref Ox 

an Ax (12-3) 
ref 

Am = 
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Which may also be written as, 

Am = Am, + Am, (12-4) 

where Amy is the change in the total moment generated by the controls. The control 

effectiveness matrix is defined as the partial derivatives of f with respect to the controls. 

  

  

  

T 6 Of\(u,x) of, (ux) - of;(u,x) | 

ou, ou OU, 

of>(u,x) of,(u,x) .. of,(u,x) 

0 0 OUm 
Bret = of = mI 0 . . (12-5) 

ref : , 

of,(u,x)  of,(u,x) - of,,(u,x) 

ou, oun OUm _| ref     
Thus, the moments, as a function of the controls, are given by: 

Au, 

Au 
Am, = 2E * | = BrepAu (12-6) 

OU | re 

Aum 

The elements of B must be known, either as explicit functions, or, more commonly, 

they are generated from a data base. If B can be found for the current reference 

condition, Equation 12-6 can be solved to find Au using any of the previously described 

techniques which solve the equation m= Bu for u. Once Au is known, the new controls 

are computed: 

u = Uref + Au 
(12-7) 

The new moment is approximately, 
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m= Myep + AMy + Amy (12-8) 

Discrete Time Direct Allocation uses Direct Allocation to solve Equation 12-6. The 

advantage of using Direct Allocation is that the rate limits can be incorporated into the 

problem by examining the limits on Au. Most computers used in simulations and on 

board aircraft are digital machines that collect data at regular intervals. The sample rate 

of the machine in use will determine the size of the time step, At. This time step can be 

used to determine the control limits for the local problem by using the rate limits of the 

controls: 

AUj Min = Uj MinAt (12-9) 

AUj Max = Uj MaxAt (12-10) 

These limits on Au represent the maximum distance the controls can move in one 

time step without violating any of the rate limits. However, the position limits of the 

controls should also be accounted for by checking each element of Auyyin and Aupax, SO 

that Uj rep + AU; Min 2 Uj Min and Uj pep + AUj Max SUjMax- Whichever is more restrictive, 

the rate limit or the position limit, is used as the limit on Au: 

Auj Min = Max{ uj MinAt , Uj Min - Ui ref} (12-11) 

AUj Max = Min{ Uj Max At, Uj Max - Ui ref} (12-12) 

By determining the control limits in this manner, the controls allocated trom this 

scheme will not exceed their rate or position limits. Using the local B matrix and the © 

local control limits, direct allocation can compute a subset of the AMS which is centered 

about the current moment and contains all the moments which can be attained in one time 
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step. This smaller version of the AMS will be referred to as the AAMS, or A®. See 

Figure 12-3. Moments which lie in A@® are those which the aircraft can generate in one 

time step without violating any of the controls’ rate or position limits. 

The = sign in Equations 12-6 and 12-7 is due to the errors introduced by 

approximating the non-linearities in f with a linear Bryer. The accuracy of this 

approximation depends upon the severity of the non-linearities in f and the relative size of 

the A terms. The accuracy improves as the size of the A terms decreases. In application, 

the size of the A terms will be determined by the characteristics of the on-board flight 

computer. 

In general, the desired change in moment, Amg, is computed using the current 

commanded moment and the previously commanded moment: 

Ami j = Mg j- Mq j-1 (12-13) 

If the information is available, it is recommended that the desired change in moment 

be computed using the current desired moment and the actual moment produced by the 

controls, Moyt: 

Amg j = Mg j- Mout i-1 (12-14) 

By doing this, the control allocation algorithm will work to prevent errors from 

accumulating by attempting to correct for the errors already produced. 
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Numerical Considerations 

Because B changes in time, it is possible that there will be nxn submatrices of B 

which are singular. The presence of these singular submatrices means that some points 

on the boundary of ® will correspond to multiple points in Q. There are several special 

cases that need to be considered: faces which map to lines, faces which overlap, and the 

case in which the origin of R” is on the boundary of ©&. 

If a face in R™ maps to a line or a point in R” on 0(®), then the Direct Allocation 

algorithm will be unable to find a non-singular matrix when solving for the rotation 

vector, t (the matrices in Equations 9-12, 9-13, and 9-14 will all be singular). This 

Situation occurs because t specifies the unique direction in R” which is perpendicular to 

the (n-1)-D faces. If the faces map to a dimension smaller than (n-1), there will not be a 

unique vector in R” which is perpendicular to the faces (i.e., for a 2-D plane in R3, there is 

a unique direction which is perpendicular to that plane, but for a 1-D line in R}, there are 

an infinite number of directions in R3 which are perpendicular to that line). When this 

Situation occurs, that facet can be skipped. Any line which intersects this line will also 

intersect a facet which has this line as one of its edges. In this manner, control solutions 

can be found. Note that when this situation occurs, multiple solutions are typically found. 

If several faces in R™ map to the same plane on the boundary of A®, they may 

overlap. This condition can be seen in the occurrence of more than the 2 specified zeros 

in the vector tB . The controls which correspond to the zero terms of tB can be set to 

either their minimum or maximum values to obtain a bounding facet. As a result, it is’ 

possible that more than one correct facet may be found. The presence of multiple correct 

facets can have the undesirable effect of causing the controls to reorient instantaneously. 
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There are several ways to deal with this situation. One way is to simply choose 

whichever solution was found first. Because the rate limits are imposed on the problem, 

any solution found will meet the constraints imposed by the rate limits and the position 

limits. Thus, any reorienting which would violate the rate constraints is prevented. A 

second method would be to compute all the solutions and choose the one which is closest 

to the previous solution in an effort to minimize control reconfigurations. 

Because the previous moment is used as the reference condition when allocating the 

controls, it is possible that the origin may lie on bounding facet. The origin is on the 

boundary if there are (m-n-1) or more controls which have one of the limits on Au set to 

zero. For example, for 5 controls and three moments, the bounding facets have 2 controls 

which are free to vary in either direction and 3 controls which are at limits and can only 

move in one direction. 

In general, having the origin on the boundary is not a problem. However, there are 

two special cases when this situation can cause problems: when the desired moment lies 

on the same facet as the origin, and when the desired moment is unattainable. When the 

origin lies on a facet, the Direct Allocation algorithm will attempt to invert a singular 

matrix when checking the facet on which the origin lies (the matrix in Equation 9-19 will 

be singular). When the origin lies on a facet and the desired moment is unattainable, it is 

possible that the Direct Allocation algorithm will find no intersections. See Figure 12-4. 

These situations may be dealt with in using several techniques. A simple procedure 

which handles both cases is to move the origin by some small amount, 6m, so that it is 

contained within ®, but no longer on d(®). This movement is done by taking controls 

which are at saturation and moving them some small amount before computing the 
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intersections. The size of the ‘“‘small”’ amount will depend upon the precision of the 

computer being used and the relative magnitude of the control deflections. 

The problem with this technique is that if 6m is too large, it can introduce large 

errors by significantly changing the desired Am. See Figure 12-5. Thus, it is 

recommended that this procedure be used only when no solutions are initially found 

Other methods examine particular cases and are the subject of future research. 
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Figure 12-4: Origin on o( ®) with Unattainable Desired Moment 

  

    
Figure 12-5: Moving the Origin can Cause Errors 
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Example 12-1: F-18 with B = B(u) 

This example will use data taken from an F-18 simulation obtained from NASA 

Langley. It has seven independent moment generators: right and left horizontal tails, 

right and left ailerons, combined rudders, combined trailing edge flaps, and combined 

leading edge flaps. The rudders and flaps were not separated into nght and left sides 

because of limitations in the available data. The deflection limits and rate limits are 

given in Table 12-1. Sign conventions for the controls are positive for trailing edge down 

or left, as appropriate to the surface. The control deflection limits for the ailerons and 

trailing edge flaps are different than for the actual airplane due to limitations of the 

aerodynamic data base used. 

A sample rate of 80Hz, At = 0.0125s, was chosen because it is one that is commonly 

used in modern aircraft.32 The control effectiveness was approximated using polynomial 

curve fits to data extrapolated from the data base. 

Figures 12-6 through 12-8 show examples of the data and the curves used to 

approximate the data. For these figures, the controls not shown are held constant at zero. 

A line showing the slope at the origin is included to illustrate how the data differs from 

the globally linear approximation which is typically used. The equations tor the moment 

coefficients as functions of the controls are given below. 

Ci = -7.0256e-48,, -1.8200e-68,, + 7.0256e-45y, + 1.8200e-68y,- - 9.1835¢-48y, + 

1.0235e-68,," - 2.1949e-78y,- + 9.1835e-48,, - 1.0235e-68p," + 2.1949e-78y,° + 2.5542e- 

45y, - 5.5e-68y,5y, + 5.5€-65y,5u, (12-15) 
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Table 12-1: Control Limits 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Control Min. Max. Rate Limit 
(degrees) (degrees) C/s) | 

uy R. Horizontal tail -24 10.5 +40) 

ug L. Horizontal tail -24 10.5 +4() 

u3_R. Aileron -25 25 +100 

u4 L. Aileron -25 25 +100 

us Rudders -30 30 +56 

ug Trailing Edge Flaps 8 AQ +18 

u7 Leading Edge Flaps -3 34 +15           
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Cm = - 8.9909e-38,, - 5.0538e-55y,- - 8.9909e-38,, - 5.0538e-55y,  - 9.6905e-48,, - 

1.5214e-58y,- - 2.896 1e-78y,° + 1.8669¢-83y,, + 1.7488e-105y, - 9.6905e-48y, - 1.5214e- 

58," - 2.896 1e-75,,° + 1.8669e-85,,' + 1.7488e-108y,° + 1.9833e-38,, + 2.6648e-58,, + 

4.9094e-128y,° - 1.4184e-88y, + 1.832e-38y, - 1.429 1e-38y, (12-16) 

Cy = - 1.4097e-48,, + 7.3712e-68y,” - 5.1567e-88y,° + 1.4097¢-48y, - 7.3712e-63y, + 

5,1567e-88y, ~ 1.2112e-38y, - 2.9e-68y,5u + 2.9¢-68u,8u, + Cng (12-17) 

For positive aileron deflections, 

Cag, = 20796e-48y, - 2.0796e-45,, (12-18) 

For negative aileron deflections, 

Cng iy = 75-7772€-58y, - 4.6614e-68y, - 3.7762e-78y, - 7.5123e-98y,. + 5.7772e-58y, + 

4.6614e-65y," + 3.7762e-78y,. + 7.5123e-98u, (12-19) 

The aileron yawing coefficients were separated into positive and negative parts for 

two reasons: this method better approximated the data base, and discontinuities such as 

this are not uncommon in real data. 

The above equations include mutual-interference effects between the ailerons and 

leading edge flaps. These effects are included as an example of another type of non- 

linearity commonly found in real aircraft. The modeling of the effect is not exact, as data 

was unavailable for the F-18. The data was approximated using equations and data from 

Reference 33, which analyzes an F-16. Figure 12-9 illustrates the effect of the leading 

edge flaps on the aileron yaw coefficients with the other controls fixed at zero. 
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The flight condition for this example was assumed to be constant with Mach = 01.3, a 

= 15° and B =0° at an altitude of 10,000 ft. The example maneuver was a velocity vector 

roll generated using the program Rollerator 3!. The parameters used to generate the 

desired moments were a steady state wind-axis roll rate of 70°/s and a roll mode time 

constant of 1s, at the flight condition specified above. Figure 12-10 shows the desired 

moments for this maneuver expressed as non-dimensional moment coefficients. 

For comparison purposes, several methods are used to allocate the controls for this 

problem. The first two assume that the problem is globally linear, and use the B matrix 

computed at a reference condition of u = 0: 

-7.025e-4 7.025e-4 -9.183e-4 9.183e-4 2.554e-4 

Bo=| -8.990e-3  -8.990e-3 -9.690e-4 -9.690e-4 1.983e-3 --- 
-1.409e-4 1.409e-4 7.509e-5 -7.509e-5  -1.211e-3 

0) () 

1.832e-3  -1.429e-3 (12-20) 

0 () 

Using Bo, the controls are allocated using Direct Allocation and the pseudo-inverse 

of Bo: 

| -2.666e4+2 -5.43le+1 -2.226e+2 © 
2.71le+2 -5.203e+1 5.503e+1 

-3.355e+2 -4.805e+0 -1.322e+] 

Po= Bol =| 3.360e+2 -6.657e+0 -4.832e+0 (12-21) 
2.095e+1 3.803e-1 -7.938e4+2 

-4.506e-1 1.083e+1 1.707e+1 

L 3.51S5e-1 -8.452e+0 -1.331le+]1     
The next two methods update B using the current control positions. When 

computing the controls in the i-th frame, use Bj: 

Bi = Bui-1) (12-22) 
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Pi = Bj (12-23) 

Again, Direct Allocation and the pseudo-inverse are used to allocate the controls. It 

should be noted that this approach is more commonly taken when B is a function of flight 

condition, rather than control deflections. 

The final two methods treat the problem as being locally linear, and solve the 

problem in discrete time for Au: 

Am = B(uj-1)Au (12-24) 

Equation 12-24 is solved using Direct Allocation and using the pseudo-inverse of 

Buj-1). 

Figures 12-11 through 12-16 show the controls allocated using the various methods. 

All control deflections are expressed in degrees. If a control was commanded to exceed 

one of its limits, the commanded control is shown as a dashed line. Note that the controls 

in Figures 12-11 and 12-12 vary smoothly, as do the commanded moments. However, 

the controls from the other examples change direction more rapidly as a result of the 

changes in B. 

Figures 12-11, 12-13, and 12-15 show that the methods which use the pseudo- 

inverse command the left horizontal tail, u2, to move beyond its maximum position, 

10.5°. The horizontal tails primarily provide pitching moment, and as a result of the 

Saturation, these methods fail to produce the desired moments and are especially deficient 

in pitch. Direct Allocation will not saturate controls unless the commanded moments are 

on the boundary of ®. To provide the required moments, the Direct Allocation methods, 

Figures 12-12 and 12-14, command smaller deflections from uz and compensate by 
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commanding much larger deflections from the leading edge flaps, u7. The leading edge 

flaps are also primarily pitching moment generators, and they have a much greater 

maximum deflection, 34°, than the horizontal tails. However, the leading edge flaps 

move very slowly, 15°/s, and the Direct Allocation methods cause them to rate saturate. 

The Discrete Time Direct Allocation method, Figure 12-16, commands the left horizontal 

tail to move to its maximum position, but does not command it to move beyond this 

point. Instead, it moves other controls to generate the desired moments. Also note that 

Discrete Time Direct Allocation commands slower deflections from the leading edge 

flaps to prevent them from rate saturating. 

Figures 12-17 through 12-22 show the magnitude of the error, Img- Moyl, for each 

method. For the globally linear methods, Figures 12-17 and 12-18, the error grows and 

shrinks as the magnitude of the commanded moment grows and shrinks. This behavior is 

typical, in that the error is larger further away from the point about which the equations 

were linearized. The error from the local pseudo-inverse, Figure 12-19, rising during the 

initial part of the maneuver and falls and levels off before returning to zero. The peak of 

the error occurs at t = 0.75s, when the maneuver transitions from a linearly increasing 

moment command to a non-linearly varying moment command. Figure 12-20 shows that 

using the local B matrix and Direct Allocation has a large error during the first 2s of the 

maneuver, during which time the leading and trailing edge flaps are severely rate limited. 

The discrete time local pseudo-inverse method produces a relatively small error, Figure 

12-21, except during the time in which the left horizontal tail is position limited. The 

Discrete Time Direct Allocation method, Figure 12-22, produces the smallest errors, but 

possesses some interesting features which will discussed in more detail later. When Am 
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is computed for the discrete time methods, it is important to note that the current desired 

moment and the moment produced in the previous time step are used: 

Am; = Mqj-Mouti-1 (12-25) 

Table 12-2 compares the errors produced using the various allocation schemes and 

shows the controls which are saturated using each scheme. Discrete Time Direct 

Allocation produces the smallest errors, in part because it is the only method which does 

not command the controls to exceed any of their physical limits. 
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Table 12-2: Error Comparison 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Allocation Maximum Average Position Rate 
Method Error Error Saturated Saturated 

Pseudo - 7.278 le-3 5.471 7e-3 uw? none 
Globally Inverse 

Linear Direct 1.2979e-2 1.0033e-2 none u7 
Allocation 

Pseudo- 1.4100e-2 4.3855e-3 i) none 
Locally Inverse 
Linear Direct 3.4510e-2 1.1336e-2 none U1,U3,U4,U5, 

Allocation U6,U7 
Pseudo - 8.1179e-4 1.0421e-4 u2 none 

Discrete Inverse 

Time Direct 6.1047e-4 4.569 1e-5 none none 
Allocation             

19] 
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Implementation Issues 

When examining the controls allocated using Discrete Time Direct Allocation, and 

the errors they produce, several characteristics stand out. First is the phenomenon in 

which a control rapidly oscillates, for example the right aileron in Figure 12-16c. This 

“chattering” of the controls can be caused by several factors. One cause of the chatter is 

the fact that the faces of 2 which map to facets in ®can change as B changes. 

For example, examine the chattering which occurs in controls u3 and ug from t = 0.4s 

and t=0.525s. During this time, the facet at which the desired moment is pointing varies 

between the facet defined by uz and u3 and the facet defined by uz and ug. Figure 12-23 

shows A@ at t = 0.425s with the intersection of the desired moment and o(A®) indicated 

by a white circle. The facet that the circle lies on is defined by controls u2 and u3. When 

the controls are allocated using this facet, the B matrix changes, so that different faces are 

on the exterior. Figure 12-24 shows A @at the next time step, t = 0.4375s, with the 

intersection of the desired moment and 0(A®) indicated by a white circle. The facet that 

the circle lies on is now defined by controls uz and ug. When the controls are allocated 

using this facet, the B matrix changes, so that the faces which were on the exterior at t = 

0.425s are again on the exterior at t= 0.45s. During these times, three of the six faces of 

the box {0222001} are facets of ® (See Figure 12-25). Six of the eight vertices shown in 

Figure 12-25 are on the boundary of the A® during this entire time. However, only one 

of the two vertices indicated in bold is on the exterior of A® at a particular instant, unless 

[Bo B3 Bag] is singular. From t = 0.4s to t = 0.525s these vertices alternate being on the 

boundary. 
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-0.02  -4 

Figure 12-23: A®at t = 0.425s, i =34 
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-0.02  -4 

Figure 12-24: A®at t = 0.4375s, i =35 
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{0011001}    

   
{0101001} 

\ oro.    
{0110001} ¢ 9199001} 

Figure 12-25: The box {0222001} 

{0221001} 

  

a) t=0.425s, {0011001} Exterior 

{0202001 } 

    cS {0122001} 
b) t= 0.4375s, {0100001} Exterior 

Figure 12-26: The Faces of { 0222001} which are on 0(A®) 
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As aresult, the faces which are on the exterior of @ flip between [{0212001}, 

{0221001}, {0022001 }] (at t = 0.0425s) and [{0202001}, {0220001}, {0122001 }] (att = 

0.4375s). See Figure 12-26. The chattering seen from time t = 0.85 to t = 1.0625 is 

caused by similar circumstances. 

A distinctive feature of Figure 12-22 is the sudden increases in the error at t = ().775, 

t = 1.3375, and from t = 5.7625 onward. These spikes are cause by the same condition. 

At these times, one of the ailerons is changing sign. Recall that the yawing moment 

coefficient is discontinuous with respect to the ailerons, see Figure 12-9. When the 

aileron deflection is small, the local slope predicts a sign change in aileron deflection will 

produce a sign change in the yawing moment due to aileron deflection. However, the 

sign of the yawing moment produced does not change and errors result. The attempt to 

correct this error causes the chattering at the end of the maneuver. The right aileron 

deflection is tending to go to zero, but chatters back and forth because of the 

discontinuous derivatives. 

The chattering in the error signal from t = 2 to t = 3.225 is the result of the face 

which 1s used to allocate the controls changing because the desired moment points almost 

at an edge and the facet used to allocate the controls changes faces rapidly. See Figure 

12-27. However, this error does not cause a noticeable amount of chatter in any 

particular control, nor relatively large changes in the error. 

While the chattering does not violate the rate limits on the controls, it can cause other 

problems. For example, such rapid changes can cause greater wear on the actuators and 

increase life-cycle costs. Also, it is unlikely that the physical actuators are capable of 

such rapid changes in the velocity of the controls. The acceleration limits on the controls 
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are not accounted for in this method and would likely be violated by such rapid control 

movements. 

Example 12-2: Filtering Au 

One current method which attempts to reduce the chattering is to implement a digital 

low-pass filter 36 on the commanded velocity signal, Au. For example, a 20Hz low-pass 

filter will be added to the Discrete Time Direct Allocation algorithm used in Example 12- 

1. In continuous time, the transfer function for a low-pass filter with a 20Hz 

(=125.7rad/s) breakpoint 1s: 

__ 125.7 12-26 
OS) = 9957 (12-26) 

This transfer function can be converted to a discrete time transfer function using 

several methods. 36 Using the MATLAB™ command C2DM with a sample time of 

0.0125 and a first-order hold, the discrete transfer function is: 

_ 0.4957z + 0.2964 41. G(z) 312 +02 (12-27) 

Calling the commanded change in the control at particular frame Aug; and the 

filtered change in control Aug; (See Figure 12-28), Equation 12-27 can be written as the 

difference equation: 

Aug; = 0.4957 Aug; + 0.2964 Aug j-1 + 0.2079 Augi-} (12-28) 
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Figure 12-27: Chatter Along an Edge of AD 
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The effect of this filter is to prevent rapid changes in the velocity of the controls 

without preventing the controls from achieving their maximum velocities as specified by 

their rate limits. Figure 12-29 shows the effect of the filter on the nght horizontal tail 

commanded to move at its maximum rate. Note that using this filter does introduce an 

undesirable time delay. See Figure 12-30. 

Figure 12-31 shows the controls allocated using Discrete Time Direct Allocation 

with the digital filter from Equation 12-28. Figure 12-32 shows the magnitude of the 

error using this method. It can be seen from Figure 12-31 that this filter does not 

eliminate the chattering, but it does smooth out the control signal. It also has the effect of 

increasing by a small amount both the maximum error (from 6.1047e-4 to 9.5606e-4) and 

the average error (from 4.5691e-5 to 5.7461le-5). 

Error Reduction 

The magnitude of the error can be influenced through the choice of frame size, At. A 

reduction in frame size leads to a reduction in error. Figures 12-33 and 12-34 show the 

controls and the error for the Discrete Time Direct Allocation scheme using a time step 

twice the size of the one used in Example 12-1 (At = 0.025). For this example, a 

reduction in time step by a factor of 0.5 (from 0.025 to 0.0125) causes a reduction of 

average error by a factor of 0.5484 (from 8.3311e-05 to 4.5691e-5). For real-time use, 

there are practical limits on the size of At based on the capabilities of the electronics and 

hardware used. 
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Figure 12-30: Time Delay Due to Low-Pass Filter 
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Figure 12-33: Controls Using DTDA with At = 0.025 
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Example 12-1 uses realistic airplane data and a time step typical of modern aircraft. 

The moments produced by Discrete Time Direct Allocation are all within 0.032% of the 

commanded values and are on average within 0.0023% of the commanded values. The 

relatively small size of these errors suggests that current technology should be capable of 

producing acceptably small errors. 

Path Dependency 

Another issue which arises in Discrete Time Allocation is the fact that the allocation 

of the controls is now path dependent. This can be seen from an examination of Equation 

12-6, Am = BregAu. Expanding this equation, it becomes: 

Md i- Mout i-1 = BCuj-1) Au (12-29) 

Uj = Uj-] + Au (12-30) 

From Equation 12-30, it is seen that the current controls, uj, depend upon the value 

of the previous controls, uj-1. From Equation 12-29, it is seen that the commanded 

change in controls depends upon the previous controls because B is a function of uj.) and 

Mout i-1 depends upon uj-1. Thus, the controls allocated for a particular desired moment, 

mq, are effected by the controls previously commanded. 

Path dependency can have some undesirable effects. For example, the desired 

moments for Example 12-1 begin at zero and return to zero when the maneuver is 

completed. Most control allocation schemes will command zero control deflections for 

zero commanded moments, see Figures 12-11 through 12-14. However, moment 

commands of zero do not result in control deflection commands of zero for the discrete 

methods, Figures 12-15 and 12-16. Asa result, a zero commanded moment produces 
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excess controls whose moment effects cancel each other out. This typically produces 

other undesirable aerodynamic effects, such as poor drag characteristics. 

Additionally, the path dependency can cause controls to saturate unnecessarily. This 

saturation can produce errors when using a pseudo-inverse solution. When using Direct 

Allocation, the saturated controls reduce the size of A®. For example, if a control which 

can normally travel +0.5° in one time frame (for a total range of 1°) is saturated at its 

positive limit, it can only travel -0.5°. This saturation reduces the set of possible 

moments produced, A®. This reduction of A®can cause moments which ought to be 

attainable to become unattainable. 

The best way to deal with the path dependency is a subject for future research. 

However, several methods have been explored which utilize function minimization to 

reduce the excess control commands. This subject is dealt with as a part of Section 13. 
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13. FUNCTION OPTIMIZATION 

Capabilities of Redundant Controls 

In general, a set of redundant controls have effects other than that of moment 

generators. It is frequently desirable to optimize some other effect of the controls, such 

as: minimizing drag due to the controls, reducing the norm of the control vector, 

minimizing hydraulic flow rate, reducing radar cross section, and maximizing lift-to-drag 

ratio. This optimization can be done using a wide variety of techniques, but will only be 

discussed here within the context of Discrete Time Direct Allocation. 

Description of Method 

Consider some scalar function of the controls, f(u), which is either known explicitly 

or . . _ of ; 
or is contained in a data base. If the gradient of this function, aa | oe’ is also known, the 

U | ref 

controls can be allocated to drive this function toward an extremum. This control 

allocation is done in a two-step process. The controls which satisfy the moment 

equations, Au, are found using: 

Amg = BrefAum (13-1) 

The moment equations are augmented with the function gradient to produce a larger 

B matrix: 

= Au 13-2 

fu) || at ue) 
ou 

| Amg| | B(tres) 

  ref 
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Controls which optimize the function without affecting the moment produced, Aug, 

can be found by specifying the left hand side of Equation13-2 to be: 

0 
Am B 

| a\_| |. (ref) Aur (13-3) 
f(u) | ls of 

+k ou 

Where k is some arbitrary positive constant. If the function is to be minimized, -k is 

  ref 

use, and if the function is to be maximized, +k is used. If Direct Allocation is used to 

solve Equation 13-3 for Aug, the size of k is irrelevant, because Direct Allocation can find 

the intersection of the desired moment direction with the boundary of the A® (now 

(n+1)-D). The controls Aug will produce some value of the function to be optimized. 

See Figure 13-1a. It is important to change the limits on the controls when using Direct 

Allocation so that the origin is centered at the commanded moment. See Figure 13-1b. 

The control limits are changed by subtracting the controls which produce mg from the 

control constraints: 

Au = Au; + Aur (13-4) 

Au Min = Au S Au Max (13-5) 

AU Min - AUm S Aug S Au Max (13-6) 

The two control solutions can then be added together to produce the final controls: 

Aum + Aur = Au (13-7) 
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It is important to note that this method does not truly optimize the function, it only 

moves along the gradient towards an optimal point. Depending upon the shape of the 

function and the size of the steps taken, the optimal point may never actually be reached. 

Also, this method prioritizes the satisfaction of the moment demands, and uses only 

remaining capabilities to optimize the function. As a result, a large change in moment 

demand may prohibit any movement towards the optimal point. 

Computational Considerations 

Solving for Aug using Direct Allocation allows the algorithm to move in the direction 

of the desired gradient as much as the limits of the controls will allow. However, the 

maximum allowable step size is not always desirable. A large step size can cause the 

controls to “step over” the optimal point. See Figure 13-2. Also, taking such large steps 

means that the controls are constantly being driven at their limits. Such large demands on 

the hydraulic system can increase fatigue and the life-cycle cost for the aircraft. Bearing 

this fact in mind, it is recommended that the size of Aug be scaled down to improve the 

behavior of the controls. Determining the best size for the scale factor is a complex issue 

and can be a subject for future research. 

Solving Equation 13-3 using Direct Allocation is fairly computationally expensive 

because the number of computations required increases with n. The main benefit of using 

Direct Allocation is that the maximum step size that does not violate any of the control 

constraints is found. However, since Aug will normally be scaled down from this 

maximum value, a less computationally expensive method, such as using a pseudo- 

inverse can be used. 
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When solving for Aug using a pseudo-inverse, the magnitude of k in Equation 13-3 

becomes important because the magnitude of Aug will be proportional to k. Solving 

Equation 13-3 with a pseudo-inverse may cause the sum of Auyy and Aur to violate the 

constraints on Au. To avoid this problem, Aug should be scaled so that the constraints on 

Au are not violated. 

This scaling can be done by solving for a scale factor which will produce a Au with 

one or more of the controls at a limit and the rest of the controls within their constraints: 

Aum + OAug= Au(saty, Where & 2 0 (13-8) 

If Direct Allocation is used to determine Au,, there will always exist some o 2 () for 

which Equation 13-8 satisfies the constraints on Au because Au, Satisfies the constraints 

on Au. The a which satisfies Equation 13-8 will again drive the controls at some limit. 

To avoid driving the controls at their rate limits, preliminary studies have indicated that a 

should be restricted to be less than or equal to one, and possibly further scaled down to 

provide a good balance between rate of convergence and control fatigue. 

Additionally, the function which is chosen to be optimized can have undesirable 

characteristics which have detrimental effects on the controls allocated. Several 

undesirable characteristics are: discontinuous derivatives, multiple extreme points, or 

extreme points at infinity. Discontinuous derivatives can cause excessive chattering in 

the controls. Multiple extreme points can cause the controls to be driven toward a non- 

global minimum or maximum. Extreme points at infinity will drive the controls toward 

saturation which can reduce the size of AQ, as discussed in Section 12. 
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Figure 13-2: Large Steps can Overshoot Minimum 
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Example 13-1: F-18 Minimize llullz 

This example applies Discrete Time Direct Allocation to the F-18 data from 

Example 12-1 and the 20Hz digital filter from Example 12-2. The desired maneuver is 

the velocity vector roll used in Examples 12-1 and 12-2. The function to be minimized is 

the magnitude of the control vector, llullg. This function was chosen because it is 

smoothly varying with a unique global minimum, and it is easily computed. Also, by 

attempting to minimize the control deflections, the control allocation algorithm will try to 

remove the excess controls which may result from the path dependency. 

7 

f(u) 032 02 | (13-9) 

of 
Su lee = [U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7) ref (13-10) 

U | ref   

Auf is determined solving Equation 13-11 using the pseudo-inverse. 

0 

Jo |_| Bain - 
13-11 | 0 | af uf ( ) 

-1 ou 

If Aum + Aug Satisfies the constraints on Au, © is set equal to 1. Otherwise, © is 

  i-l 

computed to satisfy: 

Aum + OAug= Aust), Where 1 > a> 0 (13-12) 

The final controls are computed using an additional scale factor of 0.5, which was 

chosen to illustrate the effects of additional scaling: 

Au = Aum + 0.50Aug (13-13) 
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Figure 13-3 shows the controls allocated using this method. Figure 13-4 shows the 

error produced by these controls. Figure 13-5 shows the magnitude of the control vector 

during the maneuver, comparing the controls from this method (solid line) with the 

controls from Example 12-2 (dashed line). Table 13-1 summarizes the results. 

By augmenting Au, with Aug, the magnitude of the control vector is reduced during 

the maneuver, and the final control positions are much closer to zero. However, the 

chattering of the controls becomes worse, and the average error is increased. The 

increase in error can be partly attributed to the chattering of the controls. However, the 

errors are still only a small portion of the desired moment, and average 0.4317% of the 

desired moment. 
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Table 13-1: Results Summary 

  

  

  

  

Average Error Average lul Final lu 

With 1.0074e-04 21.4849 0.0875 
Minimization 

Without 5.4883e-05 28.2475 5.0939 
Minimization         
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14. CONTROL FAILURES 

Types of Failures 

If a control actuator malfunctions in some way during flight, the moments produced 

by the controls will not be the same as the moments which are commanded. These 

malfunctions can produce very large errors depending upon the severity of the 

malfunction. Various types of malfunctions can occur, including, but not limited to: 

¢ A surface may fail in some fixed position 

e A failure may send a control to a fully deflected position 

e The surface may be partially damaged, becoming less effective than the data 

predicts 

¢ The surface may be fully detached, producing no moment 

If there are sensors which determine the control deflections or measurements of the 

moments on the aircraft, the control allocation algorithm will tend to correct for these 

errors when Amg is computed. Sensor information will not completely eliminate the 

errors because the algorithm will attempt to reduce the errors in part by commanding the 

failed control. However, sensor information typically reduces the errors. The sensors 

themselves may be the source of error: 

¢ A sensor may fail, telling the computer the control is at an incorrect position 

If the failed control is identified by some means, it can be accounted for by removing 

its corresponding column from the B matrix. When this removal is done, the control 

allocation algorithm can correct for the error by redistributing the functional controls. 
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If a large number of controls are lost, or if the controls lost are extremely effective, it 

may be possible that the aircraft is no longer controllable. However, by using Direct 

Allocation to redistribute the remaining controls, the maximum amount of moment 

generating capability available will be used. This fact is extremely important because it 

means that as long as the aircraft possesses sufficient control power to maneuver, the 

controls will generate all of the attainable desired moments. Put another way, the aircraft 

will not become uncontrollable because of deficiencies in the control allocation 

algorithm. 

Example 14-1: An Unidentified Control Failure 

This example uses the F-18 data from Example 12-1 and allocates the controls using 

Discrete Time Direct Allocation using the 20Hz low-pass filter from Example 12-2. The 

desired maneuver is the velocity vector roll used in Example 12-1. 

Att = 1.875s, a failure was simulated in which the right aileron goes to its full 

trailing edge up position (-25°) at its maximum rate. Figure 14-1 shows the controls 

allocated. Figure 14-2 shows the error produced by these controls compared to the error 

produced when the failure does not occur. Note that when the failed control stops 

moving, at t= 2.1125s, the moment due to the failed control becomes constant, and the 

error is quickly reduced to the same order of magnitude as the case with no failure. This 

reduction in error is a result of commanding moment changes based on the current 

moment, Amg j= Mgj - Moyti-1. The current moment, Moyt j-1, is computed by the 

control law using information in the data base and possibly information provided from 

sensors on the aircraft. 
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Example 14-2: An Identified Control Failure 

This example is the same as Example 14-1, except that after 10) time frames, ().125s, 

at t = 2s, the failed control is identified and its column is removed from the B matrix. 

Figure 14-3 shows the controls allocated using this method. Figure 14-4 shows the error 

produced by these controls and the error produced by the controls from Example 14-1. 

As soon as the error is identified, the algorithm begins attempting to reduce the error, 

even as the control failure tries to increase the error. As a result, the maximum error is 

reduced from 7.8090e-3 to 6.5545e-3 and the average error is reduced from 2.715 1le-4 to 

2.4640e-4. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Many of the current methods for performing control allocation fail to generate 

admissible controls for a large portion of the set of attainable moments. The failure to 

generate admissible controls can result in a significant (and unnecessary) degradation in 

performance. Of the methods examined, only the Null-Space Intersection method and 

Direct Allocation are certain to find admissible controls for all the attainable moments. 

While both of these methods can be computationally expensive, Direct Allocation 

offers a significant computational savings over the Null-Space Intersection method. The 

Null-Space Intersection method fails to provide a solution when the desired moment is 

unattainable. The failure to provide a solution when unattainable moments are 

commanded is an undesirable feature because some control laws may command moments 

which are unattainable. Direct Allocation finds the largest possible moment which has 

the same direction as an unattainable desired moment. Additionally, the Direct 

Allocation algorithm can compute the percentage of the desired moment which is 

attainable. This information may prove useful in the development of control laws which 

do not command unattainable moments. 

If the effectiveness of the controls does not remain constant, it is not recommended 

that control positions be computed to generate the desired moments. Instead, compute 

the desired change in the control deflections which corresponds to the desired change in 

moment. Computing the controls in this manner can significantly reduce the errors 

introduced by changes in the control effectiveness. Reducing the magnitude of the 

desired change in moment by using a faster sample rate reduces the average error. An 
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example using real airplane data and a sample rate which is typical of modern computers 

shows that current technology can reduce the errors to an acceptable level. 

By using Direct Allocation to command the change in control positions, the rate 

limits of the control effectors can be accounted for. As a result, Discrete Time Direct 

Allocation will command controls which do not violate any position or rate constraints 

for all the moments which can be generated. 

It is possible to use the redundancy of the controls to optimize a function of the 

controls. The techniques described do not guarantee an optimal solution. Instead they 

provide a means of moving towards an optimal point. The ability to reach the optimal 

point depends upon the characteristics of the function to be minimized, the step sized 

used, and the moments being commanded. 

If sensors provide information regarding current aircraft states and/or control 

positions, errors introduced by control failures are reduced by commanding changes 

moments. If the failed control can be identified, removing it from the control allocation 

process can further reduce the error. 

The method of Discrete Time Direct Allocation provides a means of effectively 

allocating controls for all of the moments which lie within the physical constraints of the 

system. There are several areas where improvements to this method can be made, and it 

is suggested that these be considered as topics for future research: 

* Methods which improve the computational speed of the Direct Allocation 

algorithm, possibly utilizing parallel processing 
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¢ Methods which eliminate the control chattering which occurs during Discrete 

Time Direct Allocation 

¢ Methods to which provide the best way to deal with the path dependency which 

results from commanding changes in control deflections. 

¢ Methods which provide the best step size to use when attempting to optimize a 

function of the controls 
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APPENDIX A 

PROOFS 

Proof 1: No Generalized Inverse Will Allocate u € 2 Vme @® 

Denote by ¥ the subset of 0(.2) which maps to 0(®), and by u’ the vectors in ¥. 

The span( ¥% = R” unless there are columns of B which are all zeros. It would be 

impractical for a column of B to be all zeros because that would mean that a “control” 

had no effect. 

If a generalized inverse allocates admissible controls for all the attainable moments, 

P must satisfy u’ = PBu’ Vu’, or [PB - J,Ju’ =0 V u’. The constrained control vectors 

that map to d( ©) must lie in X[PB- J,,], the null-space of [PB - Im]: 

uw ={uEe QO8[PB-1,]| Bue 9B} (A-1) 

If the controls u’ span R™, they cannot all lie in X [PB-1,,], because the span( X[PB- 

Im]) = R".(n< m) Therefore, there is no generalized inverse that yields solutions that are 

admissible everywhere on the boundary of @, and no single generalized inverse allocates 

admissible controls for all the attainable moments. 

Proof 2: Convexity is Preserved Under Linear Transformations 

If W is a convex set and 7 is a linear transformation, then F = TW is a convex set. 

The transformation of a vector by a matrix multiplication is a linear transformation, and 

the following is true:24 

A(ax + By) = A(ax) + A(By) = a.(Ax) + B(Ay) (A-2) 
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W is a Subset of the vector space R™: 

WcRm (A-3) 

T is a matrix which maps vectors in R™ to some space R®, 

T:R™— >R® (A-4) 

F is the image of Win R®, 

F=TW,FcR (A-5) 

A is a vector in W to some point a, A € W, and B is a vector in W to some point b, B 

€ W, such that B#A. See Figure A-1. A convex set is a set of points which contains, 

for any two points a,b in the set, the entire segment ab.’ C is any vector to a point c 

which lies on the line ab. C can be expressed in terms of A and B: 

C=A+Q(B-A)=(1- MA+ OB, 0s asl (A-6) 

Because W is convex, Ce W. A’ and B’ are the images of A and B: 

A’=TA, A’eEF (A-7) 

B’ = 7B, B’ e F (A-8) 

D is a vector to any point d, which lies on a'b'. D can be expressed in terms of the 

vectors A’ and B’: 

D = A’ + OB’ - A’) =(1- A’ + OB’, Os a<l (A-9) 

Substituting for A’ and B’ from Equations A-7 and A-8: 
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D =(1-a)7TA+ a7B (A-10) 

Because T is a linear transformation, this can be written 

D=T(1- a)A+ oB)=TC (A-11) 

Equation A-11 shows that a point on a’b’ is the image of a point on ab. 

All points in W map to points in F. If all points on ab are in W, and all points on a'b" 

are images of points in ab, then all points on a'b' are in F: 

D €F (A-12) 

If any two points a and b are in W, then they map to points a’ and b’ which are in F. 

If the entire line ab is contained in W, then the entire line a'b’ is contained in F. Thus, if 

W is convex, under the linear mapping T, F is also convex. 
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Linear Transformation T   
W: A convex set 

  
F: the projection of W 

Figure A-1: Convexity Proof 
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Proof 3: Objects Remain Parallel Under Linear Transformations 

If the vectors A and B are parallel, one can be expressed as a scalar multiple of the 

other: 

aA =B (A-13) 

Under the linear transformation, T, they will remain parallel. 

A’=TA (A-14) 

B’ = TB= T(aA) =aTA =aA’ (A-15) 

Objects in R™ are defined by vectors in R. If parallel vectors in R™ map to parallel 

vectors in R”, the objects defined by the parallel vectors in R™ will map to parallel objects 

in R", 

Proof 4: Points on 0(®) Map to Unique Points on 0(.Q) 

To prove that if B contains no singular nxn submatrices, points on the boundary of ® 

are images of unique points on the boundary of 2, it will first be shown that points on 

OD) must be images of points on 0(Q). Next, two solutions on o(Q) which map to the 

same point on d(®) are examined. It will be shown that this can only occur if there is a 

nxn submatrix of B which is singular. An nxn submatrix of B is a matrix which contains 

any n of the columns of B. 

Consider a moment on the boundary of @&. 

m*;€ o(®) (A-16) 
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Assume that there is a point in R”, uy , which is admissible, but not on the boundary 

of Q which maps to m*y: 

uye 2,04 ¢ AM) (A-17) 

Buy = m*1€ A) (A-18) 

Because wy is not on the boundary of 2, there exists some a > 1 for which ay is on 

the boundary of 22: 

auy € 0(2) for some a> | (A-19) 

However, because m’*j is on the boundary of ® and @ is convex, there can be no 

moment greater than m*, which is in ® (See Figure A-2): 

a>1= B(auj)=am*;¢ © (A-20) 

By definition, all controls in £2 map to points in @. 

auye => Blau) € @ (A-21) 

Equations A-20 and A-21 contradict each other. Thus, the assumption that a point 

not on the boundary of 2 can map to a point on the boundary of ®is false, and all points 

on the boundary of ® must be images of points on the boundary of £2. 

If there are two solutions in R™ which are not identical, they will have one or more of 

the components of u set to different values. In general, there will be between | and m _ 

controls which have different values. This general problem is divided into two 

categories. The first involves cases where the number of controls which are have 

different values is fewer than n. The second involves cases where n or more controls 
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Figure A-2: Moment on Boundary of ® 
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have different values. It will be shown for each category that if two points in 0({2) map 

to the same point in 0( ®), then there must be a singular nxn submatrix of B. 

Category 1: Two points in R™ on 0(Q) map to the same point in R” on o( ®) and the 

two points in R” have n-1 or fewer controls which are set to different values. 

Consider two points, u*, and u*z, which map to m*y. By definition, 

u*; € A(Q) (A-22) 

u’) € A(Q), uw 4 U*] (A-23) 

Therefore, 

Bu*;=m*, (A-24) 

Bu*, =m"; (A-25) 

Subtracting Equation A-25 from A-24, yields: 

Bu”, - Bu*z = B(u* - u*2) = 0 (A-26) 

So that, 

u*y 4 u"2 => (u*) - u*2) 4 0 (A-27) 

Because there are n-1 or fewer controls which have different values in the vectors 

u"y and u"9, there will be n-1 or fewer non-zero elements in (u*y - u*2). Equation A-26 

can be re-written, removing the columns of B which correspond to the elements of (u*j - 

u*,) which are zero. 
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Define B’ and up: 

B’ =a submatrix of B. The columns of B’ are the columns of B which correspond to the 

non-zero elements of (u*y - u*) (A-28) 

Up = a vector containing the non-zero elements of (u*y - u*2) (A-29) 

Then, 

B’eé Ry, upe RY, ys (n-]1) (A-30) 

B’uyp= 0 (A-31) 

Equation A-31 shows that a set of (n-1) or fewer columns of B are linearly 

dependent. If columns of an nxn matrix are linearly dependent, the matrix is singular. 

The nxn submatrices of B containing the linearly dependent columns in B’ will be 

singular. 

Category 2: Two points in R™ on 0(Q) map to the same point in R” on d( ®) and the 

two points in R” have n or more controls which are set to different values. 

1) If 2 points in 0(Q), u*y and u*2, map to the same point in 0(®), m*y, and have n 

controls set to different values, there is some point in R™ which maps to m*, which has 

those n controls set to values within their constraints, 0; Min < Uj < Uj Max- 

If u*y and u*2 map to a point in R”, then all points on a line between them also map 

to the same point in R”. This can be seen from Equation A-6, which shows that any point 

on a line between two vectors can be expressed as a linear combination of those vectors. 

Consider a point, u*3, which lies on a line between u*, and u*. 
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u*3=(1-a)u*; + om"2,0<s asl (A-32) 

If u*y and u*2 map to m’*j, so does u’3, 

Bu*3 = (1-@)Bu*; + oBu*2 = (1-o)m*, + om’*, = m*, (A-33) 

Consider Figure A-3 to be a box on the boundary of Q. At u*, the three controls 

which define the box (uj, uj, Ux) are at their positive limits. At u*», these controls are at 

different admissible values. The line connecting them contains points which have all 

three controls at non-limited values. 

2) Controls which are not at limiting values may be moved in either direction to 

generate moments. 

3) The columns of B define directions in R". 

A column of B, Bj, is a vector in R”. Changing the value of the control, uj, will move 

the moment produced in the direction defined by Bj. See Figure A-4. 

4) From a point on 0( ®), the value of a control can be changed, changing the 

moment produced in a direction along the boundary or towards the interior. 

If a control is saturated, it can move in only one direction. Changing a saturated 

control may move the moment produced to a point interior to the boundary without being 

able to move the moment produced to a point exterior to the boundary. See Figure A-5. 

5) If a control is not saturated, it can move the moment produced only along the 

boundary. 
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Figure A-3: A 3-D Object on 0( 2) 

  

Figure A-4: Columns of B Are Directions in R” 
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If changing an unsaturated control could move the moment produced interior to the 

boundary, it could also move the moment produced exterior to the boundary, which is not 

possible. See Figure A-6. 

6) The n-D polytope ®is bounded by (n-1)-D polytopes. 

From a point on the boundary, there are at most (n-1) independent directions to move 

which are along the boundary. If there are n or greater non-saturated controls at some 

point on the boundary, then there are n or greater directions defined by these controls. 

However, these n or greater directions span a space of dimension n-1 or less. See Figure 

A-7. 

If n columns of B span an n-1 dimensional space, the rank of the nxn matrix 

containing those columns will be n-1. Thus, an nxn submatrix of B will be singular. 
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Figure A-5: Saturated Controls Can Move Either Along or Interior to 0( ®) 

Boundary of ® 
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Figure A-6: Unsaturated Controls Can't Move Interior to 0( ®) 

  

  

  

Figure A-7: 3 Columns of B Contained in a 2-D Bounding Object of ® 
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